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A good reader who lives at 503
South Sixth Street calls to say
that she found a child's glove,
black kid If someone lost such
a glove you may pick it up.
It was pretty chilly this morn-
ing when we left the house. in
fact it was plumb cold. Two
Yellow Shafted Flickers were
sitting out in the front yard
squawking their heads off. As
we came out they flew to the
low branches of the Post Oak
by the driveway and continued
their arguing.
Ws Imlay Thanksgiving dinners,
but one of the most satisfying
phases of this annual event is
that moment when everything is
all cleaned up, all the pots and
pans washed out and in the
sink drain, all the dishes clean
and all the odds and ends put
in various and sundry dishes
and placed in the refrigerator
or wherever they go.
Our annual job is to denude the
turkey bones, wrap up parcels
of turkey meat and put them
away in the freezer for future
good eating. We just lifted a-
way the whale side of white
meat and wrapped it up and put
it in the freezer.
We usually get a big turkey and
actually this is as economical a
meat buy as you can get. A-
round 34c a pound. Little it
eaten on Thanksgiving Day so
most of the bird is put away.
Ono of the cleaverest things to-
day in letter writing is the use
of tape recorders. Of course the
military folks have been doing
this for years, but now tapes
are being used even by folks
here in the states.
144,11.nerar idea is to get fit
ta recorders with each party
having one. All you do is type
your letter by voice and send
It through the mail where it is
received by the other party,
placed on the tape recorder and
turned on. This way a person
can play a tape several times
and hear the actual voices of
his family and friends.
Daughter-in-law brought over
her tape recorder and we re-
corded a letter to the third old-
est in Okinawa The baby was
"talking" so we recorded a
goodly amount of her voice.
These tapes may be played
many times and may be reused
by merely recording over them
since the voice on them is eras-
ed as the new message is re-
corded. Tricky
LiN Magazine says "Be careful
with half-truths, you may have




The honor roll for the second
six weeks period at the Kirksey
Elementary School has been re-
leased. It is as follows:
Fourth — Shelia Darnell,
Dennis Green, Randy McCallon,
Gail Tucker, Diana Crass, Betty
Easley, Karen Edwards, and
Shari Tucker
Fifth — Joseph C. nady, Re-
nee Tobey, Terry Wyatt, Pame-
la Todd, Vanessa Stone, Kevin
Lamb. Kevin Lovett, Rodney
Black, Mark Rogers, Donald
Mt, 
, Margaret McCallon, Jill
11, Patricia Melvin,' Terry
C  Dan Watson, and Pennie
oody
Sixth — Sandy Bibb, Kathie
Broach, Evelyn Crass, Deborah
Darnell, Kathy Easely, Martha
McCallon, Diane Rhoades, Peg-
gy Rogers, Sandra Stark, Don-
Tabers, and Terry Beane.
Seventh — : Margaret Greer,
enny Higgins, Renee Sledd,
,eith Wilkerson, Jackie Tab-
s, Denise Morton, Bob Har-
, ,ve, Patsy Burkeen, Gary Ca-
U. Rhonda Towery, Janet Us-
y. Jan Todd, Sheri McKinney,
: ri3-. Geib, and Tern Montgom-
'
' ighth — Marion Outland, A-
da Hoke. Karen Crick, Su-
, te Hughes. and Jackie Mar-
ti
























RETURNING TO JAPAN—Subject to Japanese government approval, Okinawa, captured by
the U.S. in World War II, will be returned to Japan sometime in 1972. The U.S. would con-
tinue to use its installations (shown on map), but would keep nuclear weapons off island.
Toy Drive Will
Be On December 6
Sigma Phi Epsilon Social
Fraternity will hold its annual
"Christmas. Toy Drive" in the
city of Murray, December 6th
from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
The toys collected will be
given to the Outwood School of
the mentally retarded at Daw-
son Springs, Kentucky.
All usable and discarded toys
will be appreciated. If you have
some toys that you would like





Pfc. Rickey Lee Young, son
of Mr. and Mrs Robert Young
of Almo Route One, is serving
a year's tour of duty in Viet-
nam.
He entered the Army in the
May draft call took his basic
training at Fort Campbell, and
his Advanced Infantry Train-
ing at Fort Polk, La
Young spent a twenty days'
furlough with his family in
September and left for Viet-
nam on October 9
The Calloway County soldier
is a 1967 graduate of Calloway
County High School and was
employed by the Murray Div-
ision of the Tappan Company
before his induction. His wife,
Lynda, lives on Murray Route
Six.
His address for those who
would like to write him is as
follows: Pfc. Rickey L Young
400-76-9588, H. H. C. 1st Bdn.
Recon Pit. 101st Air Borne Div.,
APO San Francisco, Calif.
96383.
M$U Circle K Club
Installs Officers
l'he Murray State University
Circle "K" Club installed the
new officers for the 1969-70
school year, November 23, at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Linn Keeling, past club pre-
sident and presently serving as
the Lt. Governor for the Ken-
tucky-Tennessee District, install-
ed the new officers who were
Mark Slaughter, president; Mike




Dr. Harold F:versmeyer urg-
ed the members to hatre -"hum-
ility in winning, courage in de-
feat." He went on to say that
development of g000 attitudes
toward others and toward one's
self were vital in future suc-
cess.
Local and out-of-town guests
included Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Knott and son Larry, Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Finch, Hop-
kinsville; Mrs Harold 'Evers-
meyer, Murray; Miss Kathy
Lockhart and Miss Cindy Koen•
en; "Kalatos", both from Mur-
ray; Miss Sherry Buford, Pa-






tendent of the Calloway County
Schools, was the guest speaker
at the meeting of the Kirksey
Elementary School Parent-Tea-
cher Association held, on Tues-
day, November 25, at 7:30 p.m.
"Know Your School, Your
PTA, and Your Board of Edu-
cation" was the theme of the
talk by Supt. Miller He read
an item, "Born Too Soon" from
the KEA journal. Miller pass-
at -est elesebe with -the aeons
of the Board of Education and
how the board works with the
superintendent and teachers at
the various schools.
Ray Broach gave the devot-
ion reading from Psalms 117
with his comments based on
'Thankfulness". Mrs. Lubie
Parrish, pragram chairman, in
traduced Mr. Miller.
Mrs. Harold Fones, president,
presided at the business sess-
ion during which the group vot-
ed to have the PTA basketball
games Mrs. Bill Crick read the
minutes and Mrs. Jewel McCal-
Ion gave the treasurer's report.
The room count was won by
the second grade and refresh-
ments were served by mothers
of those grades, Mrs. Virdon
Tucker and Mrs. Paul Dailey,
Jr., teachers.
The next meeting will be the
Christmas pageant to be pre-
sented by all grades on Tues-
lay, December, 16 at 7:30 p.m
Gospel Singing Is
At Independence
A gospel singing will be held
at the Independence United Me-
thodist Church on Sunday, Nov-
ember 30, at 1:30 p.m.
The Lebonaires will be feat-
ured at the singing. All singers
and the public are invited to
attend.
Ad For Leftover* k.
Pays Off!' *,,.,
CINCINNATI (UPI) —1
Three bachelors, who ad-':
ivertised in a newspaper for:. •-:
Thanksgiving leftovers, claim:
'their plan worked better::::
-than they expected. .t
f.f, "We got a lot of fun and:::i
:i.":a number of names and tele-:
ikphone numbers of girls,"ee •::"xthey said. ..-•.•
...I': The ad resulted in a din-::::
fler invitation instead ofrk
:ileftovers
The three, Jim Meyar, 23,e:
.Campbell, 
Leslie, 24, and J a
....:Campb 24, said they tilac-e;:i
geed tha add because theirKi
Acooking is "the worst." :1.::...
.:i. The ad read: ''Do you cooki::,:.
1
'like mama? Why fill up the%
refrigerator with Thanksgiv
...• ,ing leftovers? Please call:::::
;S• •::ix;Jim, Tom or Jay." '...,..,
"We were expecting little:-.:
:. old ladies tosall," Jim said,t




Mrs. Lucy Redd, age 76, pass-
ed away Thursday at 1:00 p.m.
at the Wm. Beaumont Hospital
in Detroit, Mich. Death was, at-
tributed to an extended illness
She was formerly of Calloway,
County.
Survivors are her husband,
Guy Rudd of Ferndale, Mich.,
one daughter, Mrs. Anna Mary
McKeel, and one son-in-law, Ma-
son McKeel also of Ferndale.
Mich.
Funeral services will be held
4.14 Churrhill MARgel.
Chapel, liFnaay, December
at 2:00 p.m, with Rev. H. L
Lax officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrange-
ments where friends may call





The honor roll for Almo Ele-
.nentary School for the second
six weeks period has been re-
leased by the principal of the
school, Tom Rushing and is as
follows:
Grade Four — Michael Dun-
can, Ladon Graham, Mark
Jones, Penny Lockhart, Randy
Stalls, Keith Starks, Lisa Cleav-
er, Terry Cleaver, Luana Col-
son, Donnie Crouse, Rita Ed-
wards, Susan Imes, Keith Mc-
Ginnis, Randall Starks, Trine
Swift, Tina Thompson, Beverly
Thorn, and Darrell Walker.
Grade Five — Bobby L Fike,
alichael Murphy, Cresti 'Buey,
Deborah Eldridge, Mike Haley,
Candy Hargis Gena Hopkins,
Marilyn McKenzie, Ladonne Ro-
berts, Renee Thompson and Ka-
ren Turner.
Grade Six — Joe Dan Taylor,
Vicki Weatherford, Kathy
Scott, Kim Perkins Gene Cleav-
er, Sherilyn Haler Robin Bey-
les, Barbara Griffin, Shannon
Anne, Teresa Moody, Rebecca
Imes and Kevin Penick.
Grade Seven — Shirley Bran-
don, Mike Burkeen, Denise Du-
mas, Alan Haley, Tim Letter-
man, Sharon Mohler, Hazel
Pritchett, Linda Zaremba, Sha-
ron Beach, Barbara Bourland,
Craig Dowdy, Cheryl Jackson,
Mark Miller, Caron Phelps,
Danny Pritchett, Sabriltia'Ri
Icy, and Sherrie Starks.
Grade Eight — Teresa Dur-
ham, Karen Haley, Warren Hop-
ains, Wade McDaniel, Mark Car-
roll, Tina Todd, Brinda Hopk-
.ns, Kenneth Cleaver, Rebecca
Burkeen, Rebecca Bourland and
Pam Oglesby'
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The spine-tailed seift, which
.has been clocked at speeds up to
219.5 miles an hour, is Iitobab-





Sigma Alpna iota and Phi Mu
Alpha's annual All-American
concert will be presented at
Iurray State University Decem-
aer 4.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Uni-
versity School Auditorium, the
program, sponsored by the Mur-
ray State professional men's and
women's Music fraternities, will
feature numbers by American
Composers.
Under the direction of Clau-
dia Gatewood, junior speech
major from Owensboro, the Sig-
ma Alpha Iota choir will per-
form "A Song of Music" by
Paul Hindemith and "The Youn-
ger Generation" by Aaron Cop-
land
The Phi Mu Alpha choir, dir-
ected by senior music major
William Averitt from Paducah,
will present the first two move-
ments of "Testament of Free-
dom" by Randall Thompson,
which is setting for men's voices
of the writings of Thomas Jeff-
erson.
Both choirs will combine to
perform "The Stars Are Witn
the Voyager" by Houston
Bright, "The Eyes of .411 Wait
Upon Thee" by Jean Berger,
"Hear, 0 Israel" by Ron Nel-
son, and "We'll Go No More
A'Roving" by Dr. James Wood-
ard, associate professor of mu-
sic at MSU.
Also included in the program
will be an instrumental number
entitled "The Unanswered Ques-
tion" by Charles Ives. This is
in experimental chamber piece
for string quaitet, two flutes,
oboe, clarinet, and trumpet.
No admission will be charged
Nine Persons Are
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
Nine persons were charged,
ned pleas of guilty, aad
were fined in the city court of
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Donn during the past week. Re-
cords show the following oc-
carred:
W. G. McCuiston, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined 1100.0C
costs $4.50.
Cradis Colson, public drun
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.
50.
W. 0. Reed, public drunken-
ness. fined $15.00 costs $450
0. 1. Outland, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
J. R. Puckett, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
R. J. Wells, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4 -
30.
K. E. Pelot, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.-
50.
H. P. Smith, disorderly con-
duct, fined $25.00 casts $4.50
E. T. Tidwell, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Robie Miller
Dies Thursday
Miss Robie Miller, 65, former-
ly of Calloway County, w a s
claimed by death at the Erlang-
er Hospital in Chatnooga, Ten,
nessee at 2:30 p.m. Thursday
following an illness of about
one week.
Miss Miller was a retired
school teacher and had made
her home in Apison, Tennessee.
She was the daughter of Arthur
and Shelley Miller.
Among her survivors are four
aunts, Mrs. 0. C. Wrather, and
Mrs. A. D. Starks of Murray
and Mrs. Curtis Crouch and
Mrs. R. D. Crouch of Calloway
County and several „cousins.
The funeral will be held in
the Chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home 'at 2:00 p.m.,
Sunday with the Rev. Elbert
Johns officiating. Burial will be
In the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery and the pallbearers
are: Ralph Crouch, Max Crouch,
Pheron Crouch, Otho Clark,
Theron Clark, Doris Clark,
James Thomas Starks and Wil-
lie Wrather.
Miss Miller was a member of
the United Methodist Charch at
Jiauth Pleasant-Grove.. -
Friends may call at the fun-
eral home after 7:00 p.m. Sat-
urd—
Apollo 12 Crew Arrives At
Pearl Harbor In Isolation
Rocks Found Reach Port
Different Pe.This Morning
From 11's
By EDWARD K. DELONG
SPACE CENTER, Houston 0-11
—Geologists found the moon
still is full of puzzles and sur-
prises when they opened the
first rock box filled by Apollo
12's astronauts and discovered
stores bigger and lighter-color-
ed than those returned by Apol-
lo 11.
Today they opened the sec-
ond box from Apollo 12, a more
carefully-collected selection be-
lieved to contain 12 to 15 in-
dividually-wrapped rocks, to see
what surprises it contains.
The first case was opened
Wednesday night and geologist
Jeffrey Warner said its samples
appeared medium charcoal
brown-gray, in contrast to the
dark gray of the moon rocks
gathered four months ago.
The first moon rocks came
from the Sea. of Tranquility, on
the right-hand side of the face
of the moon. Apollo 12's rocks
-dame from the Ocean of Storms,
on the left, on the moon's earth -
looking face.
One rock, a crystalline chunk
that delighted geologists when
they peered into the first Apol-
lo 12 sample box, was seven
inches long and weighed more
than four pounds.
"This is by far the largest
returned compared to anything
from Apollo 11," Warner said.
la.js4i4aA..141,1,11e individual-
ly-wrapped "documented sam-
ples," the second box contain-
ed three - core tubes—two of
which were. driven an estimat-
ed 24 to 30 inches into the
moon to get a subsurface sam-
ple—and a roll of foil used to
trap solar particles for study
in Switzerland.
Besides returning 'a priceless
cargo of lunar samples, Apollo
12's explorersi left a nuclear-
powered scienee station behind
on the Ocean of Storms. It has
five experiments and all were
reported working satisfactorily
New Directories
Placed In The Mail
South Central Bell's new Mur-
ray telephone directory will he
coming your way soon, R. K.
Carpenter, South Central Bell
manager, said today.
"And you won't find a better
yardstick of Murray and Callo-
way County's progress than the
new telephone directory", he
said. "It indicates just how fast
this area is continuing to grow "
There will be more than 12,-
000 directories mailed this year,
beginning Friday, November
28, and will probably take sev
erai days to complete the de-
livery. Carpenter ask that any-
one who does not receive his
new directory by Wednesday,
December 3, please notify the
telephone business office.
The continued growth of the
Murray area is indicated by
the 12,397 directories that will
be delivered this year, compar-
ed to the 11,915 last year, a
gain of 482 books.
'Customers should throw a-
way their old directory when
the new one arrives", Carpen-
ter stated. "That way, there is
no chance of your looking in
the old directory and possibly
getting a wrong number."
"Also" Carpenter said, "please
check the new directory before
calling Directory Assistance.
This will save you time and in-




The Garden Department of.
the Murray Woman's Club will
have, its Christmas decorating
party at the 'club house on Mon-
day, December 1, at nine a.m.
All members are urged .to at-
tend to help to decorate the
rouull. floor -for the holidaas,
Mrs. 4. W. Young is chairman.
Hostesses are Mrs. J. B. Wil-






(FHTNC) Nov. 7—Marine Lan-
ce Corporal Kenneth E. Bro-
ach, grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Broach of 705 Elm St.,
Murray, Ky., graduated from
Non-commiSsioned Officer's
Leadership School at Head-
quarters Force Logistic Com-
mand (FLC), near Danang,
South Vietnam.
The schol, established by
FLC, is aimed at suplement,
ary military leadership skills
normally gained through
years of service.
FLC is the largest supply,
service and maintenance sup-




National Bible Week is be-
ing observed during this week,
November 23-30, according to
a local spokesman.
President Nixon has said "a
turning to the Scriptures and a
rededication to its reading and
studying will bleis every Amer-
ican citizen, piling or old."
In a .release 'President Nixon
saill "it is particularly import-
ant in these Critical times that
we always remember that the
spiritual foundation of the fam
ily in America is so largely re-
sponsible for the gre4nesa of
this country".
National Bible Week_is ob-
served in November to empha-
size the place of Thanksgiving
as America's only universally
observed non sectarian relig-




Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough of
Murray Route One will cele-
brate her 90th birthday with an
open house on Sunday, Novem-
ber 30, from two to fraur p.m
All friends and relatives are in-
vited 1,q attend.
The foon to L. 90 years old
woman is the wife of the late
Walter Scarbrciugh who died
March 8, 1946.
Her children are John Scar-
brough of litesellville who re-
cently suffered a heart attack,
Mrs. Ernest Madrey of Murray
Route One, Mrs. Cecil Like of
Kirksey, Mrs. Hugh Alexander
of Murray, and Mrs. James Gro-
gan of Jacksonville, Fla.
Mrs. Scarbrough had thirteen




The attached letter has been
sent to the Mayor today. You
may use it in any way you see




Mayor Holmes Ellis and the
(Continued on Page Ten)
BOND SALE
The citizens of Caaway
County bought $21,604 of Ser-
ies E and H Savings Bonds and
Notes during October Sales for
the 'ten-month period' totaled
$175,759. The county's annual




(UPI) — Apollo 12's crewmen
end the longest part of their
long journey, a sea voyage of
almost 5,008 miles at 28 miles
an hour, with a Hawaiian wel-
come today at Pearl Harbor.
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Rich
ard F. Gordon and Alan L.
Bean must receive their wel-
come today at Pearl Harbor.
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Rich-
ard F Gordon and Alan L.
Bean must receive their wel-
come to ITS, soil in isolation,
however, looking out at the
crowds and bands and honored
speakers through a sealed glass
window.
All three spacemen are liv-
ing in isolation inside a cramp-
ed quarantine trailer aboard
this old aircraft carrier, which
picked them up after splash.
down in the South Pacific Mon-
day.
They were scheduled to reach
port in Pearl Harbor at 9 p.m.
EST, where a brief welcoming
ceremony is planned by Ha-
waii Gov. John A. Burns and
Rear Adm. John S. McCain Jr.,
commander of armed forces in
the Pacific. The astronauts
speak over a loudspeaker sys-
tem from inside their van.
On To Houston
Then the van was to b e
swung off the ship, placed a-
board an air force cargo jet and
flown to Houston, where early
Saturday the spacemen will
move into more spacious guar-
t,ne quarters in the space cen-
ter's lunar receiving labora-
tory. They will remain there un-
til Dec. 10.
Thanksgiving was a day of
work, a traditional turkey din-
ner, kclowning and football for
the men who made America's
second moon landing last week.
The astronauts let a spokes-
man reveal they had sent a-tele-
gram to the U.S. Naval Acade-
my at Annapolis, wishing the
cadets a'victory over Army Sat-
urday in Philadelphia when the
two schools meet in theil'• tra-
ditional gridiron rivalry.
"Beat Army'
"Your 'Beat Army' flag, car-
ried to the moon aboard Apollo
12, will be returned upon re-
lease from quarantine. Good
luck and beat Army," the three
spacemen — all navy captains
— said in their message.
The clowning was at Gordon's
expense. Both Conrad and Bean
are "shellbacks" — Navy men
who have crossed the equator
before — but Gordon was a
"pollywog," a man who never
before had sailed across the
equator.
In the afternoon Gordon ap-
peared at a trailer window
wearing his cap and flight suit
backwards. A. sign around his
neck proclaimed: "Beware! Lu-
ney Wog! Unclean! Unpredict-
able!"
"We've been making him
stay up late at night," Conrad
said. "We fed him a salty
breakfast. We might be glad to
display him later if anything
remains."
FREE PET
A brown and white Collie
Ve years is free to someone




CHRISTMAS SEALS FIGHT EMPHYSEMA
TUBERCULOSIS AND AIR POUUTION
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expressed concern to Syria over
substantialnio.n  shipments of Soviet
arms to that Middle East
at
In 1958, the United States
fired an inter-continental
tic missile at full range for the
first time.
In 1963, Cape Canaveral, the
Florida space center, was
renamed Cape Kennedy after
the assassinated President.
A thought— for the day.
President George Washington
said, "The basis of our political
system is the right of the
people to make and alter their
constitution of government."
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RECORD BUDGET ADOPTED
The Murray City Council Tuesday night adopted a record
budget of ;607,000. This budget is financed with the income it nor-
mally has from various taxes plus some new ones which fall cor-
rectly into the category of nuisance taxes.
In defense of the council we must say that originally they
had planned a broad based tax plan which would have provided
an- pie funds, possibly even too much. This plan was discarded
because of unprecedented protest and the nuisance taxes adopted
instead.
We have said previously in this column that we considered
a payroll tax inevitable because it seemed to be the only tax
which would bring in sufficient funds with which to operate the
city efficiently.
Although we do not particularly like a payroll tax nor are we
promoting it, we still feel that it is inevitable, sometime in the
future. We are merely trying to be realistic.
In retrospect, we can now see that had the City Council
proposed as new taxes a payroll tax and an increase in present
privilege taxes, it most probably would have passed and the great
storm of protest which did arise, would not have occurred. The
fundamental fault of Cie original plan is that a merchant would
have had to declare his gross business for the year and this
would have been distasteful to the extreme.
As a person who draws a salary we would prefer the payroll
tax to the niggardly taxing of our fire insurance policies, having '
$2.00 added to our city sticker and having our privilege license
increased by 50 per cent. We find no fault with increasing the
Sanitation System fees. We believe that anyone will agree that
this system should be self supporting and that the income from
it should be sufficient to pay all salaries, expenses and replace-
ment of necessary equipment.
We might add here that any lack of service by the Sani-
tation System can be-traced directly to the fact that trucks • :
broken down and could not be placed back in operation quickly"
enough. The employees of this system have performed in a su-
perior manner as has the Superintendent Rex Billington. Three
of these vehicles are scheduled for replacement.
We appreciate the deportment of those who opposed the
original tax plan. There was no vindictiveness or viciousness dis-
played whatsoever, merely a difference of opinion.
We take the space here to laud Mayor Ellis and the City
Council for corning to grips with a problem and offering a solu-
tion. They were elected by the people of Murray to administrate
the affairs of the.city and this takes financing. If others were
in their position they might have handled the situation different-
ly. There are probably a dozen different routes one might take
to reach an end solution.
At any rate the Mayor and Council came up with a solution,
revising it three times and the city has a budget now for 1970
which possibly is more sound than any in previous years, or at ,
least better financed.
One big problem in any tax plan is the proper collection.
Nothing irks a taxpayer so much as paying his fair tax then find-
ing that some others are not paying theirs. We hope that the city
administration will soon find its way clear toward setting up a
tax collector's office, relieving the city clerk of this task. A tax
collector whose only job is the proper administration of the tax
ordinances, can not only increase revenue to the city but at the
same time uncover those who are not paying their share.
Taxing is always an unpopular subject and as one person at
the council meeting Tuesday night said, we have about all the
taxes we can pay.
This situation will continue until the wasteful Federal aov-
ernment ceases its relentless erosion of our payrolls and the
State government reverses its present stand and returns to the
cities a fair part of what it takes from the people.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
P. F. (Bud) Waterfield, age 93, and T, J. ,Jeff) Miller, age 84,
are the deaths reported today,
The first snow of the season covered the city and county last
night.
Mrs. G. B. Scott was presented a silver plaque by the Kentucky
TB Association for the longest continuous service in the state in
TB control.
A ministrel show will be presented at New Concord High School
on December 1.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES FILE
Deaths reported are Mrs. Harold
D. C., Doris Lynn Mattingly, age
We Ms, age 77.
Sam Kelly and Earl woods have
trip to Michigan. They each returned
Glin Jeffrey of the Murray High
to the third string of the All-State
Calloway County burley growers
three year quota of their crop.
Bible Thought
Schroeder of Washington,
two months, and Mrs. Mamil
returned from a deer hunting
with a deer.
School football team was named
Eleven,
voted Saturday in favor of the
for Today
And we beseech you, brethren to know them which labor among
you, and are over you in the Lord. — 1 Thessalonians 5:12.
The authority of any preacher depends on your own heart
saying, "Yes, Goa" to His message,
IBC budget off
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By Bertram S. Brown. M.D.
Deputy Director, National
Institute of Mental Health
The rapid rate of social
change today is pulling the firm,
familiar ground from under our
feet and making us cast our eyes
heavenward as if we could hold
tight to the fixed stars in the
heavens.
Accelerating so fast is the
rate of change that some scien-
tists have selected Friday, the
13th of November, 2026 A.D.,
as a kind of doomsday.
At that time, both the com-
plexity of life and the number
of lives will be doubling in less
time than it takes to grow from
birth to puberty. Long before
then, between 1960 and 1970,
the mid-age of the United States
—the age of the "representative
person" if such a one were pos-
sible--'—will have moved from
the mid-30's to the mid-20's.
This is the sharpest such age
drop in recorded history. Some
call it chaos; others call it
challenge. Whatever it is, cer-
tainly it poses undeniable chal-
lenges to psychiatry.
As men seek for answers to
those social and mental prob-
lems that have significance for
medical practice and social jus-
tice, the psychiatrist as a citizen
is not always there.
This is not to say that the
psychiatrist is never there. Often
he is, but not enough, and not
in enough numbers.
Of the 19,000 psychiatrists in
the U.S., far from a majority
are closely enough related to
today's urgent social and com-
munity problems. The psychia-
-trist.seerns to_stanti tbc. eye 
-- of the hurricane of problems.
He knows what to do at the
- practice level, but he has done
little to translate this knowledge
into enlightened public policy.
But those of us who are
psychiatrists must now realize
and accept community needs
arid challenges. For our position
has become clear. We are
trained to bear the thump of
the human heart through the
stethoscope. We move on to
listen to the cry of the human
soul.
Now we are being asked • to
move on again: to listen to the
collective cry of mass misery
and malfunction and to par-
ticipate in solving the ills of the
whole community as a "patient."
As we do, more and more
you will see today's challenged
psychiatrists moving, some re-
luctantly, some gladly, into
fuller community life participa-
tion, in there working with
each and all of you to prevent
mental illness and promote
mental health for your town.
Making Junior Pay
Six-year-old Jeff, playing cow-
boys with his cronies, was annoyed
by the arrival of a neighbor's four-
year-old daughter.
"I'll take care of her," he an-
nounced, and gave her a hard
shove. The little girl fell over.
broke her arm, and later—through
her parents—filed a damage suit
against Jeff. Despite the boy's ten-
der years, the court rendered a
sizeable judgment against him.
It may seem strange to saddle
a youngster with such an obliga-
tion. But it is no longer rare for
a child to be collectible. Perhaps
he has money of his own. Perhaps
his family has a liability insure-ate
policy atilt includes coverage for
him. Or perhaps the claimant vial
keep the judgment hanging over
the child's head for years, until he
grows older and begins to earn
wages.
In any event, in the eyes of the
law, mere youthfulness alone dOes
not ordinarily prevent
Most courts feel that since the lo,s
must fall upon someone, and since
parents often cannot be held re-
sponsible, it is fairer to let the
loss fall upon the guilty child then
upon his innocent victim.
Nevertheless, youthfulness mly
indeed be a defense if the circum-
stances show a lack of wilful Rtir-
pose. For example: • -
A four-year-old boy wrapped his
sfTrts around th-e—kgS-Vra wdnii
visitor, causing her to topple over
and suffer injuries. But--M a court
hearing that followed, the evidence
showed that the hug was a gesture
of pure affection. Thereupon the
court ruled in the child's favor, be-
cause even though his act was in-
tentional, it was not meant to do
any harm.
Nor is a child likely to be held
liable if the bodily contact is not
intentional at all, but simply part
of the normal, playful exuberansel
of childhood.'
-Thus, in another case, a school-
boy was held not liable when he
accidentally collided with another
pupil while playing tag. The court
said:
"We should not wish to make it
necessary for children to stand
about the schoolyard with folded
hands for fear they might negli-
gently brush against one of their
fellows, and become liable for
''-heilvY damages.-
An American Bar Association pub  -
1k service feature by %% ill Bernard.
1969 American Bar Association
Mrs, Rey drownfisld engages her ausittitnce with an






grades one through six at Aus-
tin Elementary School were en-
tertained Tuesday afternoon at
a Thanksgiving party held in
the school library
The students are participants
11 the Austin tutoring program
which provides one to one in-
struction in after school sess-
ions. The twenty-four tutori
whc make possible the close in-
dividual assistance are all vo-
lunteering their time as a com-
munity service They work un•
der the direction ,of Mrs. Ro-
bert Mabry, project co-ordina-
tor.
The Murray Woman's Club,
hostess for the event, has pro-
video refreshments fur the af-
ternoon sessions and special
events for three years. In add-
ition, members of the organi-
zation serve as tutors This year
three members, Mrs. David El-
liot, Wt. W B Grave-s. ant
Mrs. Hay Brownfield, rFpresent
the club,
ianlv female mosquitos bite.
5.
HIGH-PRICED TOBACCO—Noble Cox of Kirksey, Calloway
County, displays a hand of tobacco that came from a basket
which brought him $80 a hundred in the opening auction sale
for 1969 burley at Mayfield. Cox shared the top price billing
with several other growers.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
DETROIT -- Ex-Army Priv.te Alvin Williams, who returned
from Vietnam with three Purple Hearts and without a right arm.
rejoicing Thanksgiving Day about his new job:
"I've got my faith back in this country now. I learned a
lot of people have heart no matter what color they are."
NORFILK, Va. — Col. Oren K. Henderson, former com-
mander of the Army's 11th Brigade, commenting on charges his
;nen killed Vietnamese villagers at Song My:
"Up until two weeks ago, I would have sworn that it could
not happen without me knowing about it. But when I start seeing
TV broadcasts and hearing soldiers speak about this subject who'
were themselves eyewitnesses, I begin to wonder."
NEW YORK — Former White House aide Theodore Sorensen,
commenting on the alleged Song My slayings in Vietnam:
"The American people did not fully grasp the horror of what
happened in at least one village and possibly in others. I am
afraid America may have already lost her soul."
HELSINKI — A ranking Soviet source, echoing U.S. satis-
faction with the businesslike atmosphere of the Strategic Arms
Limitaticth Talks:
"We are sure that this first stage of the talks will be success-




of the old west: beef jerky,
whic-h pioneer Americans ate
from necessity, is making a
comeback as snack food sold in
groceries and supermarkets.
Hickorysmoked round steak
is used for the modern product.
The original product was
sun•dried and then smoked.
Jerky comes from the Peruvian
Spanish word charoui. or dried
beet, says the manutacturer,
Slim Jim, Inc. of Bala uynwyd,
Pa.
North American Indians also
made a type of jerky, called
pemmican, which still is used by
some hunters and explorers-on
long expeditions.
The Indians' pemmican was
made from thinlysliced lean
venison, bear or buffalo meat,
sun-dried, then pounded into a
well-seasoned mass, mixed with
hot fat, cooled and shaped into
small cakes that were stored in
buffalo or deer hide sacks. The
Indians sometimes added finely
ground cherries or berries for
flavor.
ALMANAC
Today Is Friday, 14.4. 28, th,
332nd day of 1969 with 33 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1520, Ferdinand Magellan
entered the Pacific Ocean on
his way around the world. He
was the first European to sail
that body of water from the
east.
In 1956. the United States
m
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* Now Showing! *
A man went looking for Amerr,
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1969 CADILLAC. Full power, factory air, one owner
Kentucky car. New car warranty.
1961 CADILLAC Coupe DeVille. Full power and factory
air. Southern car.
1967 CADILLAC DeVille 4-Door Hardtop. Full power and
factory air. One owner local car.
1964 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham. Full power and
factory air Local car
1967 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Double power and
factory air. Local car.
1/66 OLDSMOB9o.IE Delta SI 4-Door Sedan. Double pow-
er and factory air. One owner local car. Two to
choose from!
1864 PONT AC Firebird Convertible.
Po curing.
V8. automatic.
1964 PONTIAC GTO Convertible. Double power. 4-speed
1868 PONTIAC Custom 4-Door Sedan. Double power and
factory air
SANDERSTURDOM
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"MADE IN AMERICA" is the sales pitch of the Saigon black
market you've been reading about. These sidewalk salesmen
offer luggage, shoes, small tools, tableware, kitchenware--




WASHINGTON (UPI) — Vi-
olent crime — ranging from
homicide to robbery— occurs
more frequently in the Unit
States than in any other
modern, stable nation in the
world, according to a govern-
ment report.
The National Commission on
the Causes and Prevention of
Violence said the United States
is the "clear leader" in the
number of homicides, rapes,
robberies and assaults com-
pared to its popula.tlon.
"Our homicide rate is more
than twice that of our closest
competitor, Finland, and from
four to 12 times higher than the
rates in a dozen other advanced
countries, including Japan, Can-
ada, England and Norway," the
commission said in a 22-page
report released Sunday,
Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower,
chairman of the commission,
which was created by President
Lyndon 13, Johnson after the
asesinations of Martin Luther
King Jr. and Robert F.
Kennedy, said poverty, not
race, is the underlying factor in
violent crime.
The commission said crime is
"gnawing at the vitals of urban
ppica" 
and the only hope for
is in a massive billion-
rebuilding of the cities.
The commission said surveys
already report half of the
women and one fifth of the meç
in the nation fear to vraix
outdoors after sundown, and
one-third of America's house-
holders keep guns.
As in several of its past
statements, the commission
singled out "glorification of
guns in our culture and the
television and movie displays of
guns by heroes" for causing
some violent crime.
Among the Commission's
recommendations wer e in-
creased day and night foot
patrols of slum ghettoes by
F
interracial police teams; in-
Cat Returns Missing
Bunny To Deaf Girl
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich.
(UPI)—Somebody went to an
awful lot of trouble to steal
Bunny the rabbit. It's a good
thing Beira the cat was around.
When seven-year-old Nancy
Vaccaro went out to her
backyard for a day of frolic
with her pet one morning about
two weeks ago, Bunny was
gone. The rabbitanaper took the
cage door—padlock and all—off
at the hinges with a screwdriv-
er.
"The poor child sat around
all day lifeless," Mrs. Vaccaro
reports. And that's about how it
was until Belva came onto the
scene.
Belva, a neighborhood cat
much smaller than Bunny,
came across Nancy's wander-
ing pet the other day, hiding in
somebody's bushes, and decided
Bunny was going home.
"It was like a roundup," said
Mrs. Vaccaro, describing the
way Belva brought Bunny
home. "Here was this tiny cat
riding heard around Bunny."
A s for Nancy, "she kept
jumping and dancing around,
seemed like hours," her mother
said.
The rabbitnaper has never
turned up, but the Vaccaros
don't care, as long as Nancy is
happy.
"I just hope whoever did this
will see how much pain he
caused and maybe need time
Yank two," Mrs. Vacea-
ro said.
Nancy isn't like most other
children— she's deaf.
* * *
NEW YORK (UPI)—ABC is
bringing back "The Johnny Cash
Show" of the past summer for a
second round on the network
beginning late in January. The
recording and concert singing
star again will originate the one-






By EDWARD K. BELONG
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)—The two moonwalics by
Apollo 13 astronauts next
March may last longer than the
planned 3.5 to 4 hours each
because Charles "Pete" Conrad
and Alan L. Bean were so at
home on the lunar surface.
James A. Lovell, Fred W.
Haise and•Thomas K. Mattingly
are scheduled to blast off
toward the moon March 12.
Plans call for Lovell and Haise
to make two moonwalks— much
like those made by the Apollo
12 crew—during 32 hours on the
surface.
But, James A. McDivitt, chief
of the Apollo spacecraft pro-
gram, said Thursday these
moonvralk plans will be re•
viewed in light of Apollo 12,
Conrad and Bean had enough
oxygen and cooling water left
at the end of each walk to
extend it up to two hours, and
felt refreshed enough to keep
on for "eight or nine."
McDivitt also said everything
about the flight of Apollo 12 so
far points toward attempting a
more difficult landing in the
rugged foothills of the lunar
highlands with Apollo 13.
McDivitt cautioned that a
definite "go" for a mission to
Fra Mauro, a duster of craters
south of the lunar equator and
east of the relatively flat Ocean
of Storms where Conrad and
Bean landed, must await
completion of the Apollo 12
flight and debriefing of the
crew.
Conrad flew his Intrepid
landing craft to an amazing
touchdown just 600 feet from
his target, the Surveyor 3
camera ship which landed on
the moon in 1967.
This type of pinpoint preci-
sion and extremely accurate
photo maps made from Apollo
12's orbital photography are
necessary for landings in the
rugged— but scientifically more
interesting— areas the space
agency wants to send its flights
starting with Apollo 13.
"If you lengthen two EVA's
(moonwalks) by 2-2.5 hours
each, that's a total of five
hours. And if you take five
hours more out of 32-39 hours,
which is a pretty fixed number,
then you've got to take the time
away from something else you
planned," McDivitt said,
But, McDivitt said, the space
agency would see how far it
could stretch the moonwalk
times . without modifying the
spaceship or cutting too deeply
into the time for sleeping on
the moon.
Caribbean sets record
NEW YORK (UPI) —
A record total of more than
3,596,000 travelers visited Carib-
bean islands in 1968, a gain of
29 per cent over the previous
h*li of 2,674,000 visitors in
1967, according to latest sta-
tistics compiled by the Carib-
bean Travel Association.




LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(The House-Hunter's Guide
is available, at a charge of 50
cents, from The American Wood
Council, 5454 Wisconsin Ave.,
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015).
creased police-community rela-
tions in the ghettoes; increased
experimentation with controlled
drug programs so addicts need
not rob; identification of
specific violence-prone persons;












LAY YOURS AWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS




















The Ledger & Times for Announcements of SANTAS VISITS!







BIG K .Will Be OPEN
SUNDAY from - .1- 'to 9 p.m.
BIG K will have P.A. SPECIALS
every 30 minutes during Santas
visit.  These will be at
BELOW COST prices.
9
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We are a group of girls in our late 20s
who love to ski! The social life at night is marvelous. But we
have one big problem.
MARRIED MEN' What is wrong with wives who let
their husbands come up to a ski resort alone for a week-end?
Are they naive? Or just plain stupid?
We girls are free, and are out for a good time, but
basically we are looking for husbands. These married men
probably tell their wives they ski all day and are too tired at
night to do anything but sleep. II wish their wives could see
them at night. They are peppier than the bachelors.)
We do not want to get involved with married men, but
how can we tell who is married?
Our only hope is for you to tell the wives to smarten up
and either go with their husbands or keep them at home.
BUNNY
DEAR BUNNY: There Is as way far a girl te tell
whether er net a man she meets ea the slopes, the beach se
any ether place men bang out is ea the level Her may
protection is her ewe esaanisa seem. She should beware ef
giving tee mach el her heart (sr anytg else) in a man she
kaews only casually.
DEAR ABBY: My mother died recently, and the niglk
she died Mom's sisters went over to Dad's house and went
thru all Mom's things and took what they wanted. My dad
was home, but he is blind, and was still in a state of shock
over Mom's death so he couldn't be expected to atop them.
My question is this. Did they have a right to. de this
without first consulting my brother and me? And isn't It
unethical to do this before the funeral?
I might add that I am furious because I left a pair of MY
shoes at the house while I was staying there taking care of
Dad during Mom's illness, and they even took THEM.
MRS. B.
DEAR MRS. B.: I can't imagine anyone wanting
ANYTHING that desperately. Year aunts were clearly out ef
Rae. Ask your Dad Is tell them I. bring back everything they
Ss ek until HE decides who shall get what. And V he's tee
year lawyer can put it in a letter.
DEAR ABBY: I am an amateur photographer and I
process my own film.
When my wife first became preneeitPieveral months
ago, I asked if I could accompany her into the delivery room
lo take pictures of her giving birth to our firstborn child. At
first she hesitated, but she finally agreed.
I purchased a very expensive high quality camera and
have been looking forward to getting some exceptional shots
of ttds "big event."
Now as the time draws nearer my wife tells me that she
has changed her mind and would be "embarrassed" for me
to take such pictures. I would do my own developing so no
one but my wife and I would see these photos.
Do you think she is being fair to me?
STATEN ISLANDER
DEAR STATEN ISLANDER: It's a wessan's prerogative
in change her mind. and I don't blame her.
What's year preblese? fee'fl feel better if yea get it .IT
year chest. Write Is ABBY, Best MN, Los Angeles, Cal.
NMI. Fee a perinea] reply mew stamped. addressed
surreiepe.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Ages Want Li
Knew." send $1 to Abby. Bea OM, Les Anoka, Cal Mee.
Airlines aid
Haiti tourism
NEW YORK (UPI) —
Improved service, and new air-
lines, account for a great deal
of the increase in air travel to
Haiti, according to Jean Saurel,
director of the Haiti Tourist
Office.
Saurel says Caribair, Trans
Caribbean and Dominicana Air-
lines have instituted service since
January, and Air France has
beefed up its,





The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday morning. November
20, at seven o'clock at the Holi-
day Inn for its annual break-
fast
The invocation was given by
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.
Mrs. James Weatherly, vice-
chairman, conducted the bus-
iness session and introduced
Don Brock of the Mental Health
Association who spoke on plans
for organizing a "Teens Who
Care Club" in Murray.
He . said there are several
chapters in Kentucky and one
has just been organized in May-
field. The purpose is to educate
and inform high school students
of the problems of meatal
health and mental retardation
and to interest them an doi4g
volunteer work with the mental-
ly ill and possibly going into
that field as a career.
Mrs. Don Keller, president of
the general club, was a guest.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Wayne Doran, Samuel R. Dod-
son, Jr., T. M. Downing, W. C.





Of Beta Sigma Phi
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive at seven-thirty o'clock ia
the evening on November 24.
The meeting was called to or-
der by the president, Mrs. Wil-
lard Alls, and all members re-
peated the opening ritual.
Mrs. John Mikulcik was in
charge of the program -People"
and introduced Jim Barnett as
auest speaker. Mr. B3rnett has
been an agricultural missionary
in Mexico and plans to reture
there after completing his Mas-
ters degree in agriculture at
Murray State University. H e
showed slides of Mexico and
askve a very intereiting talk on
their culture and customs.
Another guest of Mrs. Mikul-
cik was Mrs Donald Rye:.
Service Chairman Mrs. Issac
Adams reported that the sor-
ority is adopting a women's
ward at Western State Hoseie
tal and a group will go there in
December 6 to take gifts and
givers3 party for the patients in
teat ward.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Dan Wall.
Those present %sere: Mes-
,sciaines Isaac Adanfs, Willard
Ails, John Fmerson, Fred Gard-
ner, Nolan Harvey. John Hina,
John Mikulcik, Gerry Requarth,
Ray Sims, Kenny Thomas. Dan
Wall, Chester Wildey, Ed The-
mu, Wallace Parkin, Ellis
Perry, Miss Patricia Wiggins,





YOU PICK THE COLOR!
Like the yellowest-yellow. Or a
hot pink that loves to dance.
We'll dye this white peau de soie
shoe any color. . . free. $1399
494 COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM
ADAMS SHOE STORE
West Sid* of the Square
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Saturday, November 29
All members of the Oaks
Country Club are invited to a
Hootenanny at 7:30 p in. There
Is no admission charge. Coun-




The Kathleen Jones Group
of the First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Solon Darnell at 7:15 p.m.
• • •
The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Rudolph Howard at 5:30 p.m
The hostesses will serve a light
meal.
• • •
The First Baptist Church
WMS will open its week of
prayer programs at the church
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Harold
G. Beaman as leader
• • •
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its Christmas decorating
party for the ground floor of
the club house at nine a.m.
with Mrs. J. W. Young as chair-
man All members are urged
to attend Mrs. J. B. Wilson
and Mrs. Dick Sykes are bos-
tesses.
• • e
The Murray Woman's Club
will have its Christmas pro-
gram by the Music Department
Chorus under the direction of
Mrs Josiah Darnall at 7:30 p.m.
The public is invited to attend
• • •
The Olga Hampton WMS of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.
• • •
The Coldwater United Me-
thodist Church WSCS will meet
at the church at seven p.m.
• • •
Tuesday, December 2
Group II of the Christian Wo-
men's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will meet at
the home of Mrs: Marvin Fulton
with Mrs. A Carman as cohos-
teas at, ,two p.m. Mrs. Harlan
Hodges will give the lesson.
S. • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
it seven p.m.
, • • •
The Goshen United Methodist
Church WSCS is schedule to
meet at the church at seven
pp.
• • •
The Delta Department of the
Murray Womon's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 .p.m 
Hostesses will be Dr. Mary Eli-
zabeth Bell, Mrs. Helen Ben-
nett, Mrs. William B. Firittos,
Miss Calara Eagle, Miss Rubie
Smith, and Mrs. Edd Glover
i.e
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open meeting at the club
house with the "Kids, Carols 'n
Claus". Hostesses will be Mee
Lames Richard Knight, Glenn
Rogers, Bobby Toon, Charles D.
Outland, Robert J. MeCoart,
and James Stahler.
• • •
The Annie Armstrong Group
of the First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the home of
Mrs. W. J. Pitman at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church




The Annual Bell-Ringer bene-
fit card party will be held at
the Woman's Club House at
1:30 p.m. Dessert will be serv-
ed first. Canasta and bridg3
may be played. Prizes will be
given for high at each table. A
bell ringing will stop the game
at 3:30 p.m. Make reservatioris
by calling one of the following
Mrs. Lenvel Yates, Mrs. Freed
Cotham, Mrs. L. C. Hendon
Tickets $1.25 Funds to be used
for community prujaets of the




The Welcome Wagon New
.VatEnis
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Grogan,
1711 Johnson Boulevard, are
the parents of a baby boy, Eric
Jason, weighing eight pound:
three ounces, born on Monday.
November 94, at 9:40 p.m. at
the Murray-Cabowey County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
at Nasco, Inc., Springfield,
I enn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Grogan and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter L Polly, all of
Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Buckingham of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Au-
brey Polly of Orlando, Fla. Mrs.
Jenny Price of Pulaski, Ten.,
is a great great grandmother.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Don K. Bailey,
Route Two, Hazel, announce the
birth of a baby girl, Carol Ma-
rie, weighing eight pounds fif-
teen ounces, born on Monday,
November 24, at 7:40 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Bailey is employed at
the Murray Division of the Tap-
pan Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Loman Bailey of
New Concord and Mr and Mrs.
James Carrot of Hardin are the
grandparents. Great grandpar-
ents are John Alton of Hardin
and Mrs. Nellie Carrol of Almo.
• • •
Randall Keith is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ken-
neth Harris of Benton Route
Three for their baby boy,
weighing eight pounds % ounce,
born on Monday, November 24,
at 1:44 p.m. at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital.
They have two other boys,
Glen Alan, age seven, and Don-
nie Ray, age five. The fel
is employed by Airco Alloi•
Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. An.
Mrs. Ira Harris of Benton Route
One and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mc-
Gee of Route One, West Pa-
ducah.
Great grandparents are Odie
Trees of Benton Route One, Mr.
and Mrs M. D. McGee of Eddy-
yule, and Mrs. Janie /15ths
Indianapolis, Ind.
i.e
A baby boy, Drew Anthony,
weighing eight pounds 21/2
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Romeo, Jr., Embas-
sy Apartments, Murray, cal
Monday, November 24, at 6:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Louis Romeo, Sr., of Ha-
rlon, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Hasnyger of Plainfield.
Birds amuse sightseers
FLAMINGO, Ha. (UPI)
Sightseers in Everglades National
Park discover that the wildlife
sanctuary's wood ibises like to
"keep current" The birds, ex-
pert gliders, spiral upwards in a
rising column of warm air. At
the "effective top." where the
pull of gravity and push of ris-
sing air on the birds equalize,
they may be 1,000 to 2,500
feet above the ground. Here
they set their wings for gliding,
and off they go without mov-
ing a feather until they reach
the feeding grounds as far as
15 to 20 miles away. Wood
ibises"raYi be seen around fla-
mingo, the Park's tourist com-
plex on Florida Bay.
Copeland-Williams Vows To Be Read Nancy Williams Is
Honored At Tea
Shower At Holiday
Miss Vickie Lynn Copeland
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Rose of Route Two, Murray, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Vickie Lynn Copeland, to Thomas E. Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas E. Williams, Hazel Road, Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Oury Hurt of.
Murray and Mrs. N. L. Copeland of Mayfield.
Miss Copeland is presently a senior at the Murray Uni-
versity School and has been accepted at Mid-State Medical
Academy in Nashville, Tenn., for the fall term.
Mr. Williams is a 1967 graduate of Murray High School.
He attended Murray State University for two years and is pre-
sently employed at the General Tire and Rubber Company in
Mayfield.
The wedding will take place on Tuesday, December 23,
at seven o'clock in the evening at the First United Methodist
Church. The reception will follow in the social hall of the
church.
No local invitations are being sent and all friends arid re-
latives are invited to attend.
Miss Nancy Williams, whose
marriage to Donald Lovett was
an event of November 28, was
honored prior to her marriage
with a tea shower held at the
Red Room of the Holiday Inn.
The gracious hostesses for
the afternoon event were Mes-
dames Thurston Furches, Glen
Rogers, Carlos Jones, J. W. Wil-
liams, Crawford McNeely, inc
C. J. Williams.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother,
Hilton Williams, her moth
Law to be, Mrs. Damon Love ,
and her maid of honor, Miss
Gail Furches.
Miss Williams chose to wear
from her trousseau a grey a-
line dress and her hostesses gift
corsage was of yellow rosebuds.
The mothers and Miss Furches
had corsages of yellow an d
bronze pain poms.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
cloth under white net with
nosegays used at the corners
arid the front of the table. The
floral centerpiece was of yel-
low mums. Crystal and silver
appointzuents were used.
Miss Beverly Rogers presided
at the register at the table cen-
tered with a bud vase of porn
poms. The gifts were displayed
for the guests to view.
calledSeventy-five persons 
during the afternoon hours of
two-thirty to four-thirty o'clock.
Bridal Breakfast
field At Southside
For Miss Rita Ryan
Miss Rita Ryan, November
28th bride-elect of Ed Dykstra,
was cJmplimented with a bri-
dal breakfast held at the South-
side Restaurant on Saturday,
November 22, at nine-tthirty
o'clock in the morning
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Charles
Sexton, Mrs. A. A. Doherty, and
Mrs. Clifford Smith, all of Mur-
ray, and Mrs. Keith Morris of
Hopkinsville.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear from her trous-
seau a beige wool dress with
fur trim Her mother, Mrs.
Charles Ryan, was attired in a
pink dress.
They were presented corsages
of artificial fruits and nuts de-
signed to match the table cen-
terpiece of a harvest arrange-
ment of fruits and vegetables
with yellow mums in a green
basket.
The hostesses presented the
honorec with on electric skillet
as a wedding gift •.




Herman Holland of Murray
Route One has been dismissed







hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts an
vital information f
your neighborhood b








corners Club will have a buffet
dinner at the Holiday Inn at
7:30 p.m For reservations con-
tact Mrs. M D. Hassell 753-
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Precision Jeweled. 17 iewels. Vick
Cord bracelet $12.96 Sued, stn.. PIM
Guarantee Is For One Full, Year














Yes, Caravelle quality is priceless .
and prices start at $10.95. Bulova
builds superb value into every
watch, backs it with their guarantee.
Each Caravelle has a finely crafted,
shock resistant, jewelled-lever move-
ment with an unbreakable mainspring.
Buy the priceless watch with the
tiny price tag ..
CARAVELLE by BULOVA



























































18 Bone of body
20-Bards
23-Tear
24 Command to c.
26-Athletic group!
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Murray Woman Leads
Area Bowlers In State
A Murray woman placed
third in the singles event of the
10th annual Kentucky St ate
Woman's Bowling Association
Tournament held earlier this
month at bowling lanes in Paris
and Mt. Sterling, Ky.
LaVaughn Latimer rolled a
873 handicap series and won
$30 for placing third, only one
pm out of second and 35 off the
leading pintail by Louisville's
Mary McNutt.
apiestOther top finishers from this
I tees was a team from Murray,
sponsored by Johnson's Grocery,
that placed fifth in the three-
weekend competition. Two Pa-
ducha women, Nancy Nelson and
Annabelle P fun de r, finished
eighth among area boilers in
the doubles event.
Peggy Sloan of Paducah was
high among area keglers In the
All-Events category with a 1,679
pintail.
The annual state tournament,
which will be hosted by Padu-
cah's Cardinal Lanes next year,
awarded 77 places out of 230 en-
tered in the team event, 152
places for 479 teams in the dou-
bles event, 304 places for the 914
entered in singles, and 43 for
bowlers particlaptbag in all
events.
The official results of the
tournament listed the following
lady bowlers with their finish in
parentheses:
Tem Event
Joluuson's Grocery, Murray (5th.2,100 oink; Sun-Democrat. Paducah15th. 24151; Wynn Sales. Benton (211th);Cardinal Lases. Paducah (310); New-
man Printing. Paducah tetlIa).
Desibles 'wet
Nancy Nelson and Annabelle Pfun-
der, Paducah (5th. 1.340 sena). Pete
YOPP and Pills Mcrirath, Paducah
(LUX 1.233.4 Mildred Feiontre and
Rita Ciark. Paducah (23ed.); Donna
Kuehn and Lien LeQutre. Padscah
1540U; Marty Ward and Dim I./Ness.
Paducah (46th); Jeannie Willie and
Peggy Sloan, Paducah (57th); Mamie
Lanier end Betty SUsm. Paducah
(114th); Betty Penile and Lobe low, Pe-
ducah (104th)
Similes Street
LaVaushn Latimer. Murray Ord, ern
pink, Mantra Lanier, Paducah Mat.
WO): Phyllis Dinkier, Benton (31St);
Mark. Johnson. Benton (40.1k. Donna
Kuehn. Paducah Mutt,. sitaxuan rarks,
Murray (73rd); Nancy Nelson. Padu-
cah (731d); Lynda 5anduagy. Paducah
(27111); Chris Rodaers. Benton (117th.);
Prances Murphy, Paducah (123rd);
Wilma Lawrence. Paducah (138th.);
Frances Susserville. Mayfield (154th);
Mid legatire. Paducah (.1122nd); Bobble
Garrison, Murray (.230th); Susie Faith.
Benton (137th); Merl Mathis. Benton
(11114rd); Greta Hall. Paducah (250th);
Betty Persia. Paducah (2711th); Roane
Atkins. Psducah (.2711th); Sue Sims.
Mayfield (272Us). Lavern& Snitcher.
Benton (253rd); Marty. Ward, Padu-
cah (202rd); Atwell Hogan. Paducah
(2/111ith).
All 'vents (scratch)
Peggy Sloan. Paducah firth. 1,109
Pink. Mid leansire. Paducah GOtti, 1.-
00 oink; Pet Yogis. Paducah ilCth.
1,050). Lynda Sandusky, Paducah
(27th); Chris Rodgers. Benton (33rd).
The second atomic bomb was
dropped on Nagasaki, Japan,
Aug. 9, 1945.
* * *
New Mexico has two official
state vegetables -- the chili and
the frijol (bean).
* * *
Locusts daily eat the equiva-
lent of their weight, about .04












12-Glossy pant 13 Sufferer from
14. Prof ix not Hansen's dise,.
15.Chimney carbon 16.Goll mounds
I 7.Apportion 19 Musical
18 Bone of body organizations
20.Bards 2! High
23.Tear 22 Besmirch
24 Command to cat 25-Labors
26.Athietic groups 27 Lucky number 38. Heroic event
28-Not, of scale 30-Checks 40-Frank
29-Singing voice 32 Foot lever acknowledgment
' 31.Railroad car 34-Dramatic sketch 41 Stair post
36-Fights between 44 Leaks through
two 47.0x of Celebes
37 Land surrounded 49 Winter
by water precipitation





























































- SCHEDULE OF SERVICES -
FRIDAY - 7:00 p.m. - "What It Means To Be A Christ-
ian"
SATURDAY - 10.00 a.m. - "Delinquency - Causes and
Cures"
SATURDAY - 7:00 p.m. - "The Infallible Way"
SUNDAY - 10:00 a.m. - Bible Classes All Ages
SUNDAY - 10:50 a.m. e\"World Evangelism"
SUNDAY - 2:30 p.m. 2-I/"The Sin Against The Holy
SUNDAY - 7:30 p.m. - "Going Down The Valley"
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
By JEFFREY D. BOGART
NEW YORK (UPI)- Although
man has explored outer spaces
and the ocean's depths, he has
yet to discover adequate living
space in New York City,
The politics of finding a
medium-priced apartment in
New York include bribery,
reading the obituaries, and
desperate midnight rides to The
New York Times printing plant
In a futile effort to obtain an
advance copy of its Sunday real
estate section,
What money brings the New
York apartment hunter is
precious little compared with
what's available elsewhere.
A one-bedroom, medium-
priced apartment that costs
$140 in Kansas City $180 in
Washington, D.C., will cost
about $300 in New York and
still lack similar facilities.
Few Apartments Built
The reason is few private
apartments for lower-and mid-
dle-income groups have been
built in Manhattan since World
War II and, until recently, little
renovation had been done, The
reasons are arguable. Rent-
control laws have sapped
landlorl initiative, the landlords
say. Landlor as have been
satisfied to sit back and rake in
money, according to tenants.
Regardless of the cause, the
result is about a one per cent
vacancy rate for all boroughs
of the city- a city where 75 per
cent of the housing is rented.
And the situation will get worse
before it becomes better.
Fewer units are expected to be
built this year than last and not
enough are being built to
replace those torn down.
Even the new apartments
being _built leave much to be
desired when compared with in-
town, unfurnished units in
Washington and Kansas City.
In Washington, $150 buys an
L-shaped studio apartment with
a living area 15 feet by 21 feet,
excluding kitchen and bath,
There is central air ,condition-
Mg; individual, thermostat-
controlled heating. In addition,
there may be an indoor
swimming pool.
K. C. Offers More
The Kansas City apartment
for $135 offers even more. It
includes a party room, indivi-
dual storage areas, a dish
washer, wall-to-wall carpeting
and drapes, off-street parking
and a small, outdoor swimming
pool.
The New York apartment has
none of these "standard"
features. Instead it has several
drawbacks, A typical studio
measures 12 feet by 20 feet
including a bathroom and
kitchen area. That price brings
the landlord $18.0 in a newly
renovated building. It exludes
 the cost of running an air
conditioner. The only way to
regulate the radiator heat is by
opening the window.
Occasionally a particularly
good buy will appear in the
newspaper, such as a two-
bedroom apartment in a
favorable neighborhood for
$145. A telephone call reveals
the ad was placed not by the
landlord but by the tenant.
"But there is one thing," the
tenant says. "I've made several
Improvements myself in the
apartment. And I'm asking
$1,000 for them."
The first U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture was Norman J.
Colman - of Missouri, appointed
in 1889.
* * *
It is 4,680 air miles from
New York City to Moscow.
OREE TO LEAVE Following a
bitter attack on novelist
Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn
above) by the Sovidt writ-
ers union, for allegedly slan-
acting the "trg.571t.
appeal for freedom of
speech,- the union said in
Moscow that Solzhenitsyn
was free to leave the country
and live in the West
Nancy
QUIET
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HEADQUARTERS FOR TOYS, LARGE AND SMALL
TRUCKS CARS DOLLS BOOKS
MODEL CARS
Many Games at Reduced Prices
Slap-Stick - Reg. $4.77 for 
Kaboom - Reg. '2.98 for  1.99
Penguin Poly - Reg. 9.44  for p1.72
Careful - Reg. 85.99 for  2.99
Hip Flip - Re. 9.49 for  2.77
Ting-A-Ling Bingo - Reg. '2.50 for  1.25
Pin the Tail on the Donkey - Reg. 98e for _ _ 49c
Tight Squeeze (by Mattel) - Reg. '5.98 for '2.99
ALUMINUM TREES
6-foot, Reg. '6.98 for _._ _ 83.99
4-foot, Reg. '4.98 for _ _ _ '2.49
2-foot, Reg. '2.98 for _ _ _ 1.22
Complete Line of Tree Decorations
r Decorations Electric Candles
- TINSEL GARLAND -
Monday thru Thursday 9 - 5
Fri. 9 - 9 Sat. 9 - 6
Mattel's New SWINGY Doll
Reg. Price '14.44
Specially Priced '10.77
Large Selection of Dolls
PAGE SIX THE L
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Vikings Bruise Lions 27-0;
Cowboys Tie San Francisco
By MAR TLN LADER
UPI Sports Writer
Given Minnesota's awesome
defense, the only attack the
Vikings seem to require is Fred
Cox' foot.
The "Purple Gang" of
Minnesota set up every point
the Vikings registered in a 27-0
rout of the Detroit Lions
Thursday and Cox capitalized
with two field goals and three
extra points.
The nine points gave Cox a
National Football League high
of 106 for the sear-ea-and
amazingly enough this is three
points more than Minnesota has
allowed the opposition in
running up a 10-1 record.
By winning, the Vikings
clinched at least a tie for the
Central Division championship
and assured themselves one of
the four berths in the post-
season playoffs. The lions are
second in the Central Division
with a 7-4 record, and even in
the unlikely event they should
tie Minnesota for the division
lead, the Vikings still will go to
the playoffs since they won
both meetings with Detroit.
Lose Momentum
The lions had the momentum
of a four-game winning streak
and the home field advantage,
but couldn't penetrate the
league's stingiest defense.
The Dallas Cowboys, leaders
of the Capitol Division, failed to
win for the second time in four
days and were fortunate to gain
a 24-24 tie with the San
Francisco Forty Niners in the
only other NFL ame on
Thanksgiving Day. Dallas, bid-
ding to wrap up a playoff berth,
lost to the Los Angeles Rams
last Sunday.
The unbeaten Rams, now four
games away from Completing a
perfect season, are at Washing-
ton on Sunday and the rest of
the schedule that day sends
Atlanta at Baltimore, Philadel-
phia at New Orleans, Cleveland
at St. Louis and Green Bay






NEW YORK (UPI) - A
"thrilled and surprised" Ted
Sizemore, versatile infielder for
the Los Angeles Dodgers, was
named today as the National
League's rookie of the year.
In winning, the 24-year-old
native of Gadsden, Ala., be-
came the seventh Dodger to
win the award since its
inception in 1947. He received
14 of the votes cast by a panel
of 24 writers.
Coco Latoy of the Montreal
Expos and Al Oliver of the
Pittsburgh Pirates tied for
second with three votes each
from the Baseball Writers
Association of America, which
conducted the balloting. Bob
Didier of the Atlanta Braves
and Larry Hisle of the
Phlladeophia Phillies received
two votes each.
Sizemore, 5-foot-7 and 170
pounds, batted .271 for the
Dodgers last season while
playing the first 46 games at
shortstop
Sizemore received a bachelor
of science degree in education
from the University of Michi-
gan and began in the Dodger
chain in 1966 at Tr -City. He hit
.330, .296 and .314 in three
seasons of minor league ball
before joining the Dodgers this
season at age 24.
ee.
A fourth-period touchdown
accented the brilliant play of
the Minnesota defense despite
the hazards of a heavy
snowstorm at Detroit, and also
provided defensive tackle Alan
Page with the first touchdown
of his four-year career.
Arms and the Man
Page Upped a Landry pass
Into the arms of defensive end
Jim Marshall on the Detroit 45,
and Marshall rumbled to the 12
before he was hit. As he was
falling, Marshall lateraled the
ball to Page, who proceeded
into the end zone.
"That was my first touch-
down in the pros," Page said.
"He put it (the lateral) right on
the money, too. Once it's all
over, you look track to see if
there is a flag or something.
There wasn't."
San Francisco took a 14-0
lead in the first few minutes of
play at Dallas and it took a last
quarter touchdown pass from
Craig Morton to Lance Rentzel,
covering 19 yards, to earn the
Cowboys a tie.
Dallas had a chance to win
with 12 seconds left but Charlie
Krueger, a San Francisco
defensive tackle, blocked a 37-
yard field goal attempt by Mike
Clark.
Bisons Stretch Lead
By United Press international
The Buffalo Bisons stretched
their Western Division lead in
the American Hockey League
to an impressive 14 points
Thursday night by edging the
runnerup Rochester Americans,
2-1.
Bob Jones scored the winning
goel at 4:23 of the final period,
after Don Blackburn had tallied
Buffalo's first goal in the third
minute of the game.
The Bisons, with a 14-5-3
record, are the only team in the
West with a winning record.
Rochester now is 6-9-3.
The Springfield Kings failed
in their bid to tie idle Montreal
for first place in the East,
dropping a 5-2 decision to
Baltimore. George Swarbrick
scored two goals for the
Clippers, who are tied with
Cleveland for last place in the
West.
In the only other AHL game
played Thursday night, the
Quebec Aces beat the Pro-
vidence Reds, 6-4. Simon Nolet
scored two goals for Quebec
and Bob Leduc had two for
Providence.
BEATS RECORD
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla-. 
:UPI)- Chuck Dietrich of San-
dusky, Ohio, drove his Lola-
Chevy at 116 m.p.h. Thursday
In practice for this week end's
American Road Race of Cham-
pions. His speed bettered the
lap record of 108.9 m.p.h.
Schrieber Named OVC Player
Of Year; Two Racers All-OVC
NASHVILLE (UP!) - It's
hardly a surprise but Tennes-
see Tech's record smashing
tailback Larry Schreiber was
named Ohio Valley Conference
offensive player of the year to-
day.
On the other side of the line,
Western Kentucky's Lawrence
Brame was the choice of con-
ference coaches as defensive
player of the year.
 Coach John Robert Bell, in
his fourth season as head coach
at East Tennessee State, was
the unanimous choice of his fel-
low coaches for coach of the
year in the conference. Bell is
to take his champions to Baton
Rouge, La., Dec. 13 to meet
Louisiana Tech in the Grant.
land Rice Bowl.
The All-OVC team was an-
nounced Thursday with Bell's
team placing seven men on the
select squad chosen by the
league's coaches.
Schreiber, who injured his leg
In a game with Austin Peay
two weeks age, rewrote the
record books during his four
years at the Cookeville school.
Schreiber carried the ball 271
t mes for a record 1,522 yards.
He also set an OVC and NCAA
career record of 877 rushes
plus the OVC career record of
4,421 yards.
Brame has been one of the
most feared pass rushers in the
league tom his defensive end
position. He is a junior from
Hopkinsville, Ky.
East Tennessee placed five
men on the defensive squad and
two on the offensive team.
Schreiber, of Villa Hills, Ky.,
was the only unanimous choice
on the offensive team. East
Tennessee linebacker Doug
Lineberger, Western Ken-
tucky's Brame and Morehead
tackle Dave fiaverdick were
unanimous defensive choices.
East Tennessee also placed
center John Walton, defensive
end Ron Mendheim, defensive
tackle Frank Patterson, defen-
sive backs Al Guy and Bill
Casey, and placeicicker Ronnie
Harold on the first team.
Morehead landed four men on
the first unit, including Haver-
dick, offensive tackle Darryl
Sadowski. flanker John High-
land and punter Bill Marston.
The offensive unit includes
split end Harold Roberts of
Austin Peay, tight end Jack
Wolf of Murray, tackle Andy
Thompson of Middle Tennessee,
guard Bell Swaggerty of Ten-
nessee Tech,%guard Don Wil-
liams of Murray, quarterback
Johnny Vance of Western Ken-
tucky, and running back Jim
Brooks of Eastern Kentucky.
The other defensive players
are middle guard Teddy Taylor
of Eastern Kentucky, lineback-
er David Duval of Middle Ten-
nessee, and defensive backs
Bill Green of Western Kentucky
and Joe Mulvihill of Tennessee
Tech.
berts, Lineberger, Taylor,
Schr ber and Haverdick have
been chosen to the All-OFC
team three straight years.
Brame and Walton were named
for the second time.
Boston Tops Flyers
By United Press International
For a defenseman, Bobby Orr
of the Boston Bruins is pretty
offensive.
Orr, tied for the National
Hockey League scoring leader-
ship going into Thursday's
game with Philadelphia, picked
up his fifth and sixth goals of
the season and added an assist
-his 27th-as he led Boston to
a 6-4 victory over the Flyers.
Bobby's first goal late in the
first period tied the count at 2-
2, and his second gave the
Bruins a 3-2 edge in the second
stanza. Philadelphia knotted the
score at 3-3 on Bill Sutherland's
shot in the final period, but a
goal by Johan Bucyk at 6:09
and another 19 seconds later by
John McKenzie on Orr's assist
gave Boston a 5-3 margin.
Gary Dornhoefer scored for
the Flyers but Phil Esposito, on
his llth goal of the campaign,
gave Boston the insurance it
needed.
Gordie Howe continued to
rewrite lines in the NHL record
hood, as his Detroit Red Wings
walloped the Los Angeles
Kings, 5-1. Howxdcame up with
two assists to record the 1,700th
Phola by W1i1411 W001I•Y
Getting Along Swimmingly
SPLUTTERING AND SPLASHING, 13-year
-old Eugene Duffy,
left, gets "in the swim" at a special swim
ming class at Murray State
University with the help of Greg Semenza, 
a junior health and
physical-education major at Murray State. Youn
g Duffy is a special
education student in a non-graded junior-hi
gh unit at Murray High.
Nation's Number One & Two
Teams Both 'Win Yesterday
By United Press International
"We just did what we were
supposed to do,"
That was the way Texas
halfback Ted Koy summed up
the 49-12 clobbering Koy and
the other Longhorns adminis-
tered to Texas A&M Thursday.
Now Texas, rated No. 1 in the
country, goes against third-
ranked Arkansas on Dec. 6 to
decide the Southwest Confer-
ence championship- and the
Cotton Bowl berth against
Notre Dame.
Arkansas had no trouble as
the Ratorbacks kept their
record spotless with an easy 33-
0 decision over Yexas Tech
Texas, scoring on the fourth
play of the game on a 63-yard
run by Jim Bertelsen, rolled up
a 39-0 advantage by halftime,
and coach Darrell Royal used
his second string throughout the
entire second half, tuning it up
her possible use against Arkan-
sas. The reserves got the
game's final touchdown with 19
seconds left, and Happy Fel.
ler's pat for the 49th marker
rang up the highest point total
ever given up by an Aggie team
against Texas.
Tailback Bill Burnett led tte
Razorback assault against
Tech, scoring three touchdowns.
Bill McLard booted two field
goals in addition to three extra
points and Russell Cody raced
29 yards for the other Arkansas
score. Burnett's three TDs
brought his season total to 19, a
school record. His brother
Bobby had held the mark with
16, scored in 1965.
Not only Notre Dame will be
Interested in the outcome of the
T ex a s- Arkansas showdown.
Mississippi gets the loser as its
Sugar Bowl foe.
The Rebels tuned up for that
date by riding roughshod over
bmississippi State, 48-22. Qua)
point of his career.
Detroit goalie Roger Crozier
lost his shutout with 1:22 to
play when King rookie Butch
Gorand scored his first goal.
Red Wing tallies came from
Frank Mahovlich (2), Wayne
Connelly, Pete Stemkowski and
Garry Unger.
Detroit's triumph broke a six-
game winless streak and
extended Los Angeles' non-
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terback Archie Manning ran
and passed for four touch-
downs, but State held off the
deluge until the final quarter,
The score was 14-all at the half
and 21-14 after three, but four
TDs in the fourth made it an
easy victory.
in other Thanksgiving Day
games, Louisville whipped Tul-
sa, 35- 29; Virginia Tech
trounced winless Virginia Mili-
tary, 52-0; and New Mexico
came from behind to defeat
Colorado State, 21-20.
Saturday's light schedule is
highlighted by Penn State, the
nation's second-ranked team,
against North Carolina State
and the annual pageant of the
Army - Navy meeting. Both




HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C.
(UP!)- Arnold Palmer, a slight
paunch settling beneath his
massive shoulders, says he
doesn't really care if the
"Palmer Age," golf's brightest
era, is at an end.
But if it is at an end, he adds
quickly, "I'd like to have the
next one called the 'Aged
Palmer' era."
Palmer, over 40 and showing
it for the past 14 months while
not winning a tournament,
shared the opening round lead
In the first Heritage Classic
with tall George Archer. Both
fired 68s.
Palmer fashioned what he
called "one of the better rounds
I've played in quite a while" in
posting nines oe. 34-34 for his
three-under par total.
His playing partner, Doug
Ford, said Palmer could easily
have been eight under par after
seven holes had he been
carrying a hot putter. Palmer,
who dropped three putts
through the first six holes,
confirmed Ford's statement.
"My 68 was about as bad as
it could have been," he said,
adding that he had putts of 12
feet or less on all of the first
seven holes, including one that
would have been an eagle.
Archer, meanwhile, was al-
ternately mediocre and eery
good, picking up three bogeys
and six birdies over the 6,655-
yard. 36-35-- 71 Harbour Town
layout.
Trailing the leaders by only a
stroke was the trio of Charlie
Sifford, Jim Colbert Jr. and B.
R. McLendon. Colbert was
putting for a birdie on nine that
would have given him a 30, but
said he "choked like a dog" and
three-putted instead for his 32.
Only nine pros broke par on a
perfect day for golf. At 70 were
Terry Wilcox, Fred ,Marti,
Dave Ragan and Grier Jones,
Jack Nicklaus, who built the
posh layout on this island
hideaway for the super-rich,
headed a group of seven
players at even-par 71. He
predicted that no golfer would
better par four consecutive
days of the tournament.
Fifteen golfers checked ie
with scores of 80 or better aid
host pro Wallace Palmer, no
relation to Arnie, suffered an
undige4fied---97, was
highest score turned in this
year by a pro in a PGA
tournament.
Len Dawson Reinjures Knee




The 1969 American Football
League season is getting to be
a pain in Len Dawson's knee.
Kansas City Is concerned
because the Chiefs are tattling
Oakland for the Western
Divisioo lead and are hopeful of
returning to the Super Bowl.
Dawson is concerned because
it hurts.
He reinjured his left knee,
which forced him to miss five
games after he first hurt it
Sept. 21, during the second
period d the Chiefs' 31-17
victory over Denver in one of
two Thursday AFL games.
San Diego beat Houston 21-17
In the other Thanksgiving Day
game.
Two Denver defensive line-
men decked Dawson as he
completed a 44-yard paces to
tight end Fred Arbanas with
3:17 left in the half and
Dawson limped off the field,
returning only to hold for extra
points,
Severe Pain
"The pain was more severe
this time than when it was
originally hurt," Dawson said.
"I had a tough time getting up.
It's hard to say whether the
knee ligament is torn or
bruised."
Dawson engineered two 80-
yard touchdown drives Thurs-
day, with Warren McVea
VETERAN COACH DEAD
HAMILTON, N.Y. (UPI)-
John F. Rourke, 82, former
track coach and trainer at
Colgate University, died Thurs.]
day. He was a Colgate staff
member from 1912 to 1957, and
was honorary coach of the U.S.
team at the 1932 Olympic
games.
SHORT STOP POP
HOUSTON (UPI) - Hector
Torres, shortstop for the
Houston Astros, and his wife
Glenda are the parents of twin
daughters, six-pound, six-ounc





By United Press International
The New York Knicks,
already in the National Basket-
ball Association record book for
any number of reasons this
season, go after a major mark
tonight- the longest winning
streak in the 24-year history of
the league.
Winners of 17 straight, the
New Yorkers face the Cincinna-
ti Royals at Cleveland- and
victory will eclipse the loop
mark they now share with the
Washington Capitals of 1946 and
the Boston Celtics of 159.
Additionally, the Knicks have
won 22 of 23, far and away the
fastest start of any team in
NBA history.
The Knicks notched their 17th
straight by routing the Atlanta
Hawks Wednesday night, 138-
108, putting together an awe-
some third period in which they
outscored the Hawks, 38-12,
The Baltimore Bullets, chas-
ing the Knicks in the Eastern
Division, overcame a furious
last-ditch San Francisco rally in
Thursday night's only game
and rolled to a 118-116 victory.
The win, achieved with a
balanced scoring attack, was
the Bullets' ninth in a row and
12th in their last 13 games.
Baltimore apparently had the
game sewed up with a 117-107
lead with 3:57 remaining, but
the Warriors reeled off nine
straight points to pull within
117-116 with 24 seconds left.
Jack Mann's free throw
capped the scoring, but the
Warriors had a chance for the
tie. Then Jeff Mullins, who
sewed a season high 42 points,
missed a baseline jumper and
Wes Unseld grabbed the
rebound for the Bullets.
scoring on runs of one and four
yards, and Jan Stenerud kicked
his 11th straight field goal- a
16-yarder- to set an AFL
record In the first quarter.
Emmitt Thomas broke the
game open early in the fourth
period by intercepting a Steve
Tensi pass and returning it 45
yards for a touchdown.
Safety Kenny Graham re-
turned a pass interception 11
yards for a touchdown with 75
remaining to give the Char,7e
their 10th victory agrat




came with the Oilers leading
17-14 on Roy Gerela's 42-yard
field goal, but Dennis Partee's
47-yard punt put the Oilers in a
hole at their four yard line and
on third down reserve quarter-
back Don Trull was intercepted
while trying to throw to
fullback Roy Hopkins.
Charger flanker Lance Al-
worth caught rookie Marty
Domres' first pass of the game
and had seven receptions
altogether to run his consecu-
tive game streak of catching at
least one pass to 94, one short
of Don Hutson's pro record.
The rest of this week's AFL
action will be Sunday, when
Cincinnati plays at Buffalo,
Oakland is at New York and
Miami takes on Boston at
Tampa, Fla,
Washington Wins
By United Press International
For their Thanksgiving Day
offering, the Washington Caps
gave the other guys a chance.
The Caps took a 20-point lead
against Los Angeles late in the
third period Thursday, then saw
the lead dwindle to a mere
three points before they recov-
ered for a 117-114 victory in the
only American Basketball Asso-
ciation game played.
The triumph moved Washing-
ton into a second-place tie with
the Stars in the Western
Division, three games behind
New Orleans,
Warren Armstrong of the
Caps led all scorers with 30
points and teammate Gary
Bradds contributed 19, The
visiting Stars were led by lits!e






Reelfoot Packing Co.. in conjunction with
 the Mur-
ray Livestock Co., are offering im
proved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs
.
A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WIL
L BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS 
AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYER
S
The buying power of Reelfoot and the 
facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestoc
k in-
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need you
r
business and support and invite you to call
 753-
5334 for top hog quotations
Pricat Paid Today for Top Hogs









Keeps six to eight
weeks on the shelf.
Keeps batter If refrigerated.
This enables you to get
whipping cream weeks a-
head for the time when you
may need it.
Foil Lined Carton
The colder you whip it,ne
oetter results you get. Chill
the bowl and the whipping
cream, but do not freeze.




































































































































































































Planned By Kiwanis Club
The Kiwanis Club of Murray
will begin a program of drug-
abuse education, according to
Thomas A. Turner, president of
the club. The program, which
ia directed to the community in
General, but ultimately to those
in the upper elementary and
Junior high schools who have
not yet been confronted with
il
ption of voluntary drug use,
errt."
be called "Operation Drug
The Club has appointed a co-
ordinating committee for the
Operation Drug Alert program.
Chairman for the committee is,
John H. Keene. He, and the
other members of the commit-
tee, Durwood Beattie, Joseph
Rose, Richard Rumrill, and Ar-
lie Scott, will undertake a self-
education program on the ex-
tent and seriousness of drug
abuse in general, and in the
community in particular. They
will serve on the newly formed
Calloway County Council on
Drug Education and help to co
ardinate the Kiwanis and Coun
cil programs on drug education
The Operation Drug Alert
program will be used as a pre-
ventive - educational measure.
Each of the Kiwanis clubs a-
cross the continent will operate
in much the same way, with
variations in its action program
depending on the community
need according to a spokesman
for the club.
"Kiwanis International is well
aware that campaigns aimed at
stifling drug abuse are already
underway in many communit-
ies. However, it feels that, be-
cause of the diversity of occup-
ations, professions, contacts and
talents within each club, that
in such communities, Kiwanis
is in a good position to unite
various drug education cam-
paigns within each community,"
reported the Kiwanis president.
The Operation Drug Alert
program is being carried out by
Kiwanis clubs throughout the
United States and Canada and
it constitutes Kiwanis' "major
emphasis" program in commun-
ity service for the current year.
The major emphasis program
asks that each club committee
devote at least some of its ef-
forts to Operation Drug Alert
and aims at enlisting the
strength and abilities of each
larerialser of each of 
.the 5,-
nis clubs in the drug
education program.
Operation Drug Alert is the
result of a survey undertaken
late last year by Kiwanis which









TAC keeps color  right.
all the time,
automatically.
Just set it and forget it!
$59850
Mediterranean Styling. Model 692C.
Remote Control 15 Optional.
No more green or purple
faces when the scene changes
or when you switch channels.
No more jumping up and down
to fix the color—not even to
adjust the tuning. New Bright
Tube gives you much brighte,
pictures, that stay perfectly
g
ed no matter how often you
tch channels. Select your
agnavox from a wide variety
of authentic fine furniture.




Only Magnavox has it!
SEE IT AT...
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut Street
ers in all walks of life in Can-
ada and the United States:
"In your judgment what do
you identify on our national
scene as the greatest single
need or opportunity for service
to which a men's service club
organization can apply itself in
the next two years?"
On the basis of recommenda-
tions received from this group
of leaders, Kiwanis identified
the need for a program of drug
abuse education as providing
the most significant challenge
to its member clubs. Operation
Drug Alert was set up as Ki
wanis' major emphasis for the
next year or two years, though
tnere is no real terminal date
for the program.
The Operation Drug Alert
plan has been reviewed by the
American Medical Association,
The American Pharmaceutical
Association, the National Assoc-
iation of Retail Druggists, and
the National Coordinating Coun-
cil on Drug Abuse Education
and information, among others.
Advice and counsel have been
sought from these and other
related organizations as well as
from other associations whose





CHICAGO — The National Saf-
ety Council has added something
new to the field of traffic record
keeping. The Traffic Records
System Workshop was developed
by the Council's Highway Safety
Program Analysis and is spec-
ifically designed to aid political
subdivisions of states which pro-
cess traffic records manually.
The 3-day Workshop emphas-
izes development of meaningful
traffic data in planning and im-
plementing local highway safety
programs and offers an efficie-
nt, economical method for main-
taining current, accurate traffic
record.
Those who attendtheWorkshop
are given the materials necess-
ary for a comprehensive system
of traffic records which can be
Implemented without electronic
devices. Materials include:
— Traffic accident records:
accident reports, spot maps, loc-
ation files, summaries, and re-
lated materials
— police traffic service rec-
ords: surveillance of accident
locations, enforcement records,
selective enforcement, and re-
lated procedures
— Street or traffic engineer-
ing records: traffic flow, traffic
'volume, physical and operating
features, collision diagrams, and
other techniques to facilitate safe
and orderly movement of traffic
The first Traffic Records Sys-
tem Workshops were given in
September at Boise, Lewiston,
and Pocatello, Idaho. The project
was funded by a federal grant
from the National Highway Safe-
ty Bureau.
Mark Gibson, the governor's
representative for Idaho's high-
way safety program and director
of the State Traffic Safety comm-
ission
' 
said the workshops ful-
filled all expectations and were
of great value as a guide to the
state's local jurisdictions in the







Mrs. Sue Harris and Baby
Boy, Rte. 3, Benton; Mrs. Jill
Romeo and Baby Boy, Embassy
Apts. No. 2, Murray; Mrs. Shelia
Grogan and Baby Boy, 1711 John-
son Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Fran-
cine Blanton and Baby Boy, 206
Spruce St., Murray; Mrs. Doris
(June) Banks, 308 Woodlawn, Mu-
rray; Linzy Beane, Rte, 5, Mur-
ray; Master Dominic Merino,
717 Elm, Murray; Mrs. Thelma
Emerson, 1307 MainSt., Murray;
Mrs. Jean Bailey and Baby Girl,
Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Coon Hal-
comb, Rte. 5, Murray; Guthrie
Osborn, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Lula
Miller, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Sue
Wilson, 112 No. 7th St., Murray;
Ewell Tinsley, 404 No. 5th St.,
Murray; Homer Lovett, Rte. 1,
Murray; Isaac Brandon, Rte. 1,
Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gedia Armstrong and
Baby Boy, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Pamela Bond and Baby Girl, 318
No, Main St., Benton; Mrs. Ann-
ette Schmidt, 311 So. 15th St.,
Murray; Joseph West, Rte. 1,
Murray; Master Anthony Powell,
Rte. 1 Dexter; Mrs. Juanita
Stallions, 811 Sha-Wa Circle, Mu-
rray; Mrs. Clara Crisp, Rte. 4,
Cadiz; Mrs. Beulah Todd, 908
Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Dessie
Lyons, Rte. 1, Dover, Tenn.;
William Page (Expired), Rte. 3,
Dover, Tenn.; SeldonMiller,(Ex-
pired), Rte. 1, Alm°.
vital area of traffic recoras keep-
ing.
,'Maintainirtg efficient local
traffic records systems is all-
important in implementing the
highway safety programs con-
ducted by these juriektietions.
In turn, accurate, up-toJiate loc-
al traffic records complement
the state traffic records system
as part of our over-all program
of compliance with the national
highway safety standards," said
Gibson.
With the enactment of the High-
way Safety Act of 1966, the Nga
tonal Highway Safety Bureau was
authorized to establish standards
for state -highway safety pro-
grams. One of these standards
Is designed to insure that an
accurate, efficient system of tra-





Southern States Industrial Council
A MAN WHO BELIEVED IN AMERICA
AGNEW IS THE ONE
For years, millions of Amer-
icans have been hoping that some-
one near the top of the govern-
meat would speak out against
the appalling misuse of broad-
casting freedom and cite the
censorship and thought-control
attempted by the liberal comm-
entators who dominate the
"news" programs of the net-
works. At last, the people have
found a spokesman in Vice Pr-
esident Spiro T. Agnew.
In one of the clearest, most
accurate and well-documented
speeches by any national leader
in years, Mr. Agnew described
the way in which a handful of
arrogant in which a handful of
arrogant commentators exercise
unconscionable power over opin-
ion-making in the United States
and how they have become a
force with which to reckon.
The networks have replied to
the Vice President by charging
him with asking for censorship.
He did no such thing, of course.
On the contrary, he demonstrated
that there is today a very real
censorship in effect on televi-
sion and radio — a censorship
exercised by the newscasters
who are liberals almost to a
man.
The arrogance of the liberal
commentators long has troubled
thoughtful Americans. Year by
year, this arrogance has incr eas-
ed to the point where aPresident
of the United States cannot com-
municate with the American pe-
ople without an anvil chorus of
liberal critics immediately cho-
pping up his talk with instant
criticism.
Mr. Agnew didn't ask that the
networks abandon criticism, He
simply stated that it is proper
for the networks to do as the
newspapers do — separate fact
and editorial opinion, that is.
The networks, however, invaria-
bly mix opinion with the news.
They have the capacity to dis-
credit a proposal by a lifted
eyebrow or a half-smile on the
commentator's face. They also
have the power to take a nonen-
tity such as Stokeley Carmichael
and make him into a major pub-
lic figure.
Southerners have not forgotten
Low the televesion nave abused
and distorted their region over
the last 15 years, presenting the
South as a backward region of
heartless people. Today, on tele-
vision, only the Southerner is
presented in terms of a vicious
stereotype, as a drawling Mit-
erate. The news directors' useof
Isolated, sleepy hamlets to por-
tray the towns of a modern,
hard-working region of the nat-
ion — this is part of the shame
ful story of television,
No one expects newscasters
to be men without personal con-
viction. They have a right to
their views, as do reporters
on newspapers. But a newspaper
reporter strives to keep his per-
sonal views out of accounts of
actual happenings. The rules of
printed journalism stress the
Importance of objectivity, but
the newscasters apparently don't
believe that objectivity is an im-
portant journalistic virtue.
The networks have arrobliga--
lion to the public, an obligation
they have not met. The referen-
ce here is to the duty to tell
things as they happen without
running the facts through a filter
of prejudice. In the case of the
speeches of the President of the
United States, op matter who
may occupy the office, decency,
and respect for the elected lead-
er of the American people re-
quires that he be allowed to
speak to the nation without being
followed up immediately by an
assembled band of critics who
are primed to go to work on the
Chief Executive's address,
Beyond this, the networks must
police themselves so that there
won't be any more of the type
of thought-control they have en-
gaged in for years. Examples
of this are the coverage of the
war in Vietnam and the handl-
ing of the Chicago riots in 1968.
Insofar as the Vietnam War
Is concerned, the newscasters
played a major role in causing
many people to believe the U. S.
couldn't win. Innumerable tele-
casts stressed what the news-
casters regarded as the hope-
lessness of the conflict. These
reports engendered defeatism
and encouraged the New Left
at home.
With regard to the Chicago
riots, the police were virtually
on trial on the networks. So-
called "news" reports on TV
became occasions for downgrad-
ing law enforcement agencies
and for presenting street revol-
utionaries as idealists.
That sort of thing has got to
stop. In his criticism Vice Pres-
ident Agnew was articulating the




DES MOINES, Iowa (UPI)—
Religion should be taught in
public as well as private schools
according to Dr. John W.
Bachman, president of Wartburg
College, a Lutheran institution
at Waverly, Iowa.
Dr. Bachman told the Go-
vernor's Conference on Educa-
tion here religion is inseparable
from moral and ethical values
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Lothario, for many years a
synonym for gay seducer, or-
iginally was the name of a
-:haracter in Nicholas Ftowe's
1703 play, "The Fair Penitent"
and called for an updated look
at the meaning of "separation
of church and state."
"Our present system of deal-
ing with religious, moral and
ethical values produces a diluted
education and a distorted re-
ligion," he said. "In the pri-
vate sector, our treatment of
these values is too narrow; in
the public sector, it is nearly
non-existent."




* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 Days a Week
— J. C. GaIllmort —
for the FALL GARDENER
FRUIT TREES
Dwarf or Standard




Weeping Willows, Flowering Crab (Peach Or
Cherry), Dogwoods (Red , Pink, White),
Weeping Cherry or Crab.
Maples, Pine or Willow Oak, Red Bud,
White Birch, Purple Leaf Plum,
BROOM RAKES  Reg' $1'19 








Liv utBalleal TREES Artificial
LARGE SELECTION
TULIP BULBS
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION
CHRISTMAS TRIM
SHOP NOW OPEN
Largest Selection In This Area
Evergreens, Holly:, Yews,
Burning Bush, Pyracantha




Hwy. 641 & 68 Draffenville










One Mile North of Mur-
ray Highway 641 Pier
ON: December 3, 1969
PARENTS:
The Captain's Kitchen Na-
tional Fresh Seafood Chain
WEIGHT:
ip to. you! You can eat your
weight- In fresh seafood at menu
prices
COLORING:
sual . . . a relaxing coastal atmos-
phere that makes dining a delight for
the entire family. We just love little
pirates.
DISTINGUISHING MARKS:
FREE perch or cat-




Charge of just 50c for
stowaways 6-12.
Open 4 P.M. Till Midnight
Tuesday Thru Saturday






WSM - 4 WLAC - 5 WSIX - 8
SUNDAY MORNING
6:00 _Sunrise Semester (c)
1:50 Farm Digest -c)
'7:00 Ri e from Washiniton (c) Tom & Jerry (c) Know Your Bible (c)
7-15 of Disc:mem(
7:30 Sego Bros. & Naomi (c) Oral Roberts (c)
'7:45 G041.el Country -(c)
800 Carl Tipton _(c) House of Worship (c)
8:15 Movie: (Shirley Temple)
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee (c) America Sines (c)
100 _ Cathedral of Tomorrow
130 Under doe (c) Un and Live (c),Look
10:00 Flintstoaes (c) Faith Jar Today Bullvrinkle (c)
10:30 Herald of Truth (c) Changing Times c) Discovery (c)
10:45 Bill Pace Show _Cc
11:00 Hanukkah Special (c) College Football (c)
11:30 Frontiers of Faith (c)
11:45 NFL Football (doubleheader)
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 Meet the Press (c) Los Angeles at Washington Doug Dickey ccl
12:30 AFL Football (doubleheader)
1:00 Oakland Raiders at New York Jets Roller Derby a
P.00 NPW York Rairterc IcAlips It Answprs )
2:30 Miami vs. Boston Milwaukee At Issue 4
3:00 World of Tomorrow c)
3:30 High School Quiz (c)
400 Movie (c): 
SUNDAY EVENING
_
6:00 Dateline Today (c) Lassie (c) Land of the Giants (c)
6:30 Wonderful World of Disney To Rome With Love (c-)
7:00 Ed Sullivan The FBI (c).
'7:30 Bill Cokbv ca
8:00 Peg 71eming (c) Simon & Garfunkel (g) Movjg: "Circus World"goi
900 The Bold Ones c Mission: Impossible
News Weather Sports Nsws....I0,.,thez,..4orts
10:30 Tonight Show ) Mery Griffin Cc)
Weather,10:45 News We orts
11:00 Movie: "In Name Only"
12:00 Sign Off
MONDAY MORNING
5:45 Country Journal c)
6:00 Mo 1 .,.: Show (c mars 1: News (c
. s e ' ess 0 ' e's Na G
:00 oday '. .w c . . • "atch c Bow's Big Taa
e ip " I I eel e (C)- ,
8:00 Captain -Kangaroo (c)
8:30 Mike Douglas (c)
9:00 It Takes Two (c) Lue_y_Show (c)
9:30 Concentration Cc He Said - She Said
10.00 Sale of the Cen c An of Mayberryc Barbara Moore Show (c)_
0: i 1.1 ... ...: es c - --Love of ite c - -- • .
Mrs • ... . • TCy Wee Heart Is c Bewitched (c)
11:30 Name • oppers Cc) Search for Tomorrow Cc) That Girl (c)
MONDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon Show (c) News (c) Dream House c
12:30 As the World Turns (c) Let's Make a Deal c
1:00 Days of Our LI-ves (c) Love-Splendored Thing Newlywed Game )
1:30 Iroctors The Crulrffing L%ht (c Game (c
(;
2:00 Another World-Cc) The Secret Storm Cc Csner Hospital c
2:30 RIght Promise (c) The Ede of Ntgit (c One Life to Live7c
3:00 14tls to Laugh- (C) Gooier TPyIe USMC Cc) Dark Shadows (c
3:30 To Tell the Truth (c) 's Wand cel Hipper
4:00 Beat the Clock (c) MG1211"Unguarcied Moment" (c) Beverly Hillbillies c
r
VSIT-T6th-/Wedb-CET---- I Love Lucy c
5:00 News (c
5:25 News, Weather, Sports Weather, -News Dick Van Dyke
MONDAY EVENING
6:00 Dateline Today (c) News, Weather, Sports News, Weather, Sports
6:30 My World & Welcome To It (c) Gtmsmoke (c) The Music Scene
7:00 Laugh-1n (c)
7:15 The New People (c)
7:30 Here's Lucy (c)3
8.00 Movie c "`• • with A Cold Nose" ler a ., r R Bill Graham cl
: s : ' ayhouse • • • "
100 •ve American Style (c)
10:00 News. Weather, Sports News. Weather. SportsNews. Weather, Sports
10:30 Toniatt Show (c) Mery Griffin (c) Basketball -
12:00 The 'Untouchables (c) Sign Off (c) Vandy vs. Citadel
12:15 Joey Bishop (c)
Assemblies proiect
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI).
A $50,000 fund-raising project
to supply Bibles for Burma,
which has been closed to mis-
sionaries since May, 1966, has
been announced by the Assem-
blies of God.
The Bibles. printed in Bur-
mese and tribal languages, al-
ready have been shipped to Bur-ma by the American Bibk Socie-
ty under a special license to
import them. All Christian 'mix,
sionaries were asked to leave
Burma three years ago when
the country embarked on a new
program of political isolation-
ism.
"Lars MOPE SANTA wil.-i-
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CBS,NBC To Carry Specials Sunday
And Wednesday; ABC Goes Humperdink
By JACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI) - Both
CBS and NBC have considera-
ble to contribute in the way of
special entertainment during the
week.
CBS has a Simon and Gar-
fwikle musical hour Sunday, a
new video drama on Monday,
a National Geographic special
and a Vietnam report Tuesday,
a National Football League
game Saturay afternoon and a
musical - variety special star-
ring Ann - Margret Saturday
night
NBC offers skating champ
Peggy Fleming in a Sunday
special, a Jack Benny hour on
Wednesday, a repeat of "Rudol-
ph the Red - Nosed Reindeer"
Friday and, on Saturday, an
American Football I eague game
in the afternoon and a Christ-
mas novelty, "The Littlest An-
gel," in the evening.
ABC has a special with singer
Engelbert Humperdinck on
Tuesday.
Details for Nov. 30 - Dec. 6:
SUNDAY
"Face the Nation" is on CBS
at noon.
ABC News has a "directions"
special from England - "The
Cambridge Union Debate- Mod-
ern man is the loser by his re-
jection of the Christian faith."
NBC's Disney hour winds up
e two - part adventure film
'The Secrets of the Pirate's
Inn."
Ed Sullivan's guests on CBS
dude singers Sergio Francis
d Barbara McNair.
"Peggy Fleming at Madison
Square Garden with the Ice
Follies" is a one - hour special
n NBC preempting "Bonanza."
The skating star appears in sev-
en
CBS preempts The Leslie 
gams Show to let Paul Simo
d Art Garfunkel offer a pro-
am of their own songs.
The ABC Sunday night movie
Is "Circus World," starrin
John Wayne.
MONDAY
On the CBS "Gunsmoke" a
farmer is blackmailed into steal-
ing a horse.
Chapter Nine of ABN's "The
Survivors" has a senator inves-
ting the Carlyle Bank's in-
volvement with a South Ameri-
r evolution.
The NBC movie will be "The
Spy with a Cold Nose," starring
Laurence Harvey.
The 90 - minute "CBS Play-
house" special is an original
video play, "Sadbird," by
George Bellak. Jack Albertson,
Jack Weston, Gabriel Dell, and
Linda Lavin, are in the cast. A
nonhippie who hates the "square
world" has to take a job in it
to live the way he likes.
TUESDAY
The National Geographic Soci-
ety special on CBS preempting
"Lancer," is "Siberia: The End-
less Horizon." Actor Joseph
Campanella is narrator for a
study of this vast area,
In the "I Dream of Jeannie"
episode on NBC, Jeannie marri-
es her astronaut master.
Janet Leigh and the Mills
Brothers are with Red Skelton
on CBS.
ABC's "Movie of the Week"
offers a new film - for - video
with Larry Hagman, Jessica
Walter and E. J. Peaker.
A man finds himself married to
two women at the same time,
each in a different city.
NBC preempts the usual mov-
ie period for the monthly two-
hour news feature program,
"First Tuesday." Among the
subjects are an American L:irl's
trip to London for an abortion
and the activities of J a nn e s
Brown, millionaire Negro enter-
tainer.
"CBS Reports" has a one-
hour examination of the Viet-
nam war.
ABC preempts "Marcus Wet-
by, M.D." The Engelbert Hum-
Perdinck show. Tom Jones, Di-
onne Warwick, Barbara Eden,
and Jose Feliciano are on the
program.
W EDN ESDA Y
with a foreign power are de-
layed by a heart ftareup.
THURSDAY
ABC repeats the Oct. 28 docu-
mentary, "The Desert Whales"
on the "Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau" series.
Singer Bobbie Gentry is guest
star on "The Jim Nabors Hour'
for CBS.
The "Ironside" fare on NBC
Is "L'Chayirn." An ancient To-
rah is stolen from a modest
temple presided over by an agg-
ed rabbi.
"This is Tom Jones" on ABC
features Glen Campbell , Janis
Joplin and The Committee.
The CBS movie is "Tea Little
Indians," starring Hugh O'Brian
and Shirley Eaton.
Fred Astaire makes another
guest star appearance on ABC's
"It Takes A Thief" in the role
of the father of the series hero,
Mundy.
FRIDAY
NBC preempts "The High Cha-
pparral" for the sixth annual
showing of the animate-Yuletide
story, "Rudolph the Red-Nosed
R eindeer ."
In "The Name of the Game"
on NBC publisher Howard is
charged with being the man who
warned Cubans about the Bay of
Pigs invasion attempt.
The CBS movie is "Having a
Wild Weekend," starring the
Dave Clark Five.
Milton Berle, singer-compos-
er John Stewart and pianist Jo
Ann Castle are guests of ABC's
Jimmy Durante and the Lennon
Sisters,
On NBC's "Bracken's World"
both whites and blacks object
when a white actress dates a
Negro trainee.
SA TUR DAY
ABC's college football game
features Texas vs. Aricansas.
NBC has the New York Jets -
Houston AFL game and the Chi-
cago - San, Francisco NFL game
is on CBS.
NBC preempts Andy Williams
and "Adam-12," for a "Hall-
mark Hall of Fame" special,
"The Littlest Angel," a musical
about how a child's humble gift
for the infant Jesus wins God's
special approval. Fred Gwynne
plays a guardian angel.
"Ann Margret - From Holly-
wood With Love" is a one hour
CBS musical variety special. The
versatile star is assisted by Dean
Martin, Lucille Ball, the Watts
103rd Street Band and Larry
Storch.
ABC's "Hollywood Palace" is
hosted by Anthony Newley, Lola
Falana, Lulu, Dyan Cannon andJo
Ann Worley are on the bill.
Cardinal bars
on poverty
DETROIT (UPI) - Cardinal
John Dearden, Archbishop of
Detroit, has authorized grants
totaling $125,000, in a con-
tinuing drive against poverty in
thy Detroit area.
this brings to $728,542 the
money spent from a special $I
million Archdiocesan Develop-
ment Fund collection in May,
1968. An appropriations com-
mittee comprised of inner-city
residents examines projects and
makes recommendations for use
of money not yet expended
* * *
Council role in churches
NEW YORK (UPI) -
One of the major tasks facing
the triennial General Assembly
of the National Council of Chur-
ches, to be held in Detroit Nov.
21 to Dec. 4, will be to redefine
the role the Council is to per-
form for religious organizations.
Church leaders say the ecu-
menical movement, which gave
birth to the Council about 20
years ago, now is a mature proj-
ect which the Council, among
other groups and agencies,
serves. This, they 'say, makes
necessary a redefinition of the
basic function of the Council
and the part it is to play for
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one of the stars of etelevision's "Th Big Valley" se- !
ries, moves up to movies with
a top role in "The Liberation
of Lord Byron Jones."
Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 7534a52
Tony Bennett, Lynn Kellogg
and the comedy team of Gay-
lord and Holiday appear on the
Glen Campbell hour for CBS,
"Jack Benny's New Look" is
an NBC special at 9, preempt-
ing the "Music Hall." The co-
median is assisted by Gregory
Peck, Nancy Sinatra, George
Burns, Gary Puckett and the
Union Gap and Eddie "Roe lies..
ter" Anderson.
."The ABC Wednesday Night
Movie" screens "Picture Mons-
Iny Dead," starring Don Arne.
che and Zsa Zsa Gabor.
The "Medical Center" drama
on CBS -has.- Waiter -Pidgeon as.
guest star in the role of a S.
ambassador *hose negotiations
ym thin w-Rrotwewt valv-miswitmwea omtwommocirmotawertapmbeettl
nly anw belongs in the red
For the holidays, you should be decked out in
green. With money to buy all the gifts you want to
give.
And if you join our wide-awake Christmas Clith
now. you can have *100, Ist00, even *500 to spend
next year.
Nlake the small payments regularly fpr the next
fifty weeks. And at Christmas, your Christmas
Club money will leave you in the pink. Which does
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KRAL ESTATE POE SALE
A BRICK and stone just corn
plated with many new features
at the building industry. Feat
uring a full bodement, formal
dining room, 2% baths, fire-
place in family room with a
rustic finish, remotion room,
garage, large sundeek
electric grill for your out-
living pleasure. All elec-
tric, qualifying as a Gold Me-
dallion home. City school dis-
trict. Let us show YOU this out-
standing home. Would consid-
er a trade.
FOR THE large family, a med-
ium priced 4-bedroom brick in
Keenedand Subdivision. Car-
peted throughout, double car-
port, outside storage.
1%-STORY Colonial 4-bedroom
brick on a beautiful 2% acre
lot. This fashionable home has
all the features you would want
in your new house. Beautiful
decor, and well planned for
convenient family living. Com-
paring this house with any
d• er, you can readily see the
purchase price is much less than
its replacement value.
3-BEDROOM brick with formal
dining room, 2 bath rooms, bea-
utiful kitchen cabinets, double
garage. Pleasantly decorated
and spacious. Located in the
city school district. See us for
details and make us a bid on
this excellent buy.
KEENELAND Subdivision, a 3.
bedroom brick with family
room, kitchen with all applian-
ces. Carpeted throughout, 1%
baths. This house is one year
old and has been kept like new.
Owner has moved from Murray.
Immediate possession. Priced
right.
A WELL designed exterior and
interior 3-bedroom brick with
2 large baths. Fireplace in the
family room, built-in appliances
in kitchen, double garage plus
storage area. Blacktop drive-
way. Located in city school dis-
trict. Can be bought at a great-
ly reduced price. Possession
with deed.
t.-BEDROOM frame in very good
condition. Carpets and drapes,
fireplace, central air condition-
ing. Also a real nice 2)'-x60'..
budikg with a garage, central-
ly 11111Med. Ideal for almost any
Fa of home workshop. Let usr you this place and maken offer. Owner has moved
tn Murray and is very anx-to sell.
ilk 2-BEDROOM house and 1
acre on a blacktop road locat-
ed about 2 miles from Murray.
Carpeted, air conditioned, and
attached garage. Just $9,000.00.
Ii2DMMERCIAL building, 40' x
60', and lot. Excellent location
the Five Points area. Near
IU campus. Contact us for
details.
&ROOM frame house and 5
ai2res. 3 bedrooms, fireplace,
dectric heat, air conditioned.
On blacktop road about 1 mile
%cin New Concord.o
ACRE FARM near New
Concord, well fenced, new
pump and well. Excellent cat-
tle farm. Located adjacent to a
lake development.
WE HAVE JUST listed one of
the better farms in the area,
located just 3 miles from the-
surrey State University camp-
Us. 130 acres with roads on 3
tides, one of which is blacktop-
pad. Contact us for further de-
tails.
56-ACRE FARM near New Con-
cord with a real nice 3-bedroom
house with aluminum siding.
Large modern kitchen with
dishwasher, double oven stove
and refrigerator included. Well
fenced, and really priced right.
'OE HAVE many excellent buys
In houses as well as other pro-
perty at this time. Financing
available for qualified buyers.
Come by our office at 502 Ma-
ple Street or call us at any
tense to discuss details. This is
a good time to buy. We apprec-
iate your business.
TUCKER REALTY & Ineurases
0o., 502 Maple Street, MurroY,
, Phone 7534342
phoebes: Donald R. Tuck
or, ; Bobby G. Grogan,
7143-4978; W. Paul BMW, Jr-.
71534702.
D-1-C
ONE LOT 90' x 149' in Pasco
Subdivision Zoned for duplex
amrtment, $4,500.00. One lot
131' x 150' zoned for three a-
partments, $524000. One lot
148' x 160' zoned for four apart-
ments $8,000 00 John Pasco,
753-2649 N-29-C
DOTLEX. new, brick, three-
bedroom. In city school district.
IWO large master bedroom
wit)? carpet throughout. No city





Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
•
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YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay yeu to




Corner of Sixth & Main Phone 753-5862
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with tepee.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone 753-8977.
Dec:0.0
FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and lot in
Hazel. For sale by owner. If
interested call 492-8347. D-2-C
SIXTY-ONE ACRES, subdivi-
sion or farm land. 1% miles
west of Murray,' University on
Highway 94. Colonial Home
(Early American). Ten rooms,
two baths. In center of five
acres, large shade trees. Three
acre lake. City water, gas avail-
able. Attractive financing. Call
Hoyt Roberts, Murray 753-1651
or C. C. McGuire 447-2024 Lou-
isville. H-N-29-C,
DUPLEX APARTMENT located
one block from University. Just
installed new wall-to-wall car-
pet and aluminum storm doors
in each unit. Priced to sell at
$10,500.00 per unit or a total
possession cost of $21,000.00
cash. Includes electric stove, re-
frigerator, kitchen table and
four single beds for each apart-
ment. For appointment phone
753-2649. N-29-C
25 ACRES with good three-bed-
room home, washer and dryer
included, electric heat, bath,
utility. Only $8,500.
NICE 2-bedroom frame home
near Carter School. grocery and
church. Large fenced in back
yard, drapes and air condition-
er included, a bargain at $10,-
500.
ABOUT 3% acres on Irvin Cobb
Road just off Hwy. 94, good
building site for $2,500.
70 ACRES open land near lake
about one-half in bottom clear-
ed. Completely fenced jig cat-
tle or hogs. Only $6,500-.'
THE E. E. YOUNGBLOOD home
place can Hwy. 121 in Coldwat-
er, 52 acres with good building
sites, $18.500.
GALLOWAY INSURANCE and




ELECTROLUX SALES & Set.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC
BFLTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make










South 12th St., Murray, Ky.
N-29-C
RACHEL'S BEAUTY SHOP now
open, Tuesday through Satur-
day noon. For appointments call
753-5649. Rachel Hendon, own-
er and operator. p N-21S-C
WILL TRADE late model Mer-
cury sedan with air for lot in
Murray or acreage on hard road
within 15 miles of Murray.
Phone 436-5587. D-2-C
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to Dart
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TFC
WISE WOMEN buy Avon. . .
Wiser wont" sell Avon. You
can earn in your spare time
selling near home. Call or write
Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Mgr, Shady Grove Road, Mar-
ion, Ky. 42064. Phone 965-3363.
N-29-C
EXPERIENCED bookkeeper for
AEOC Salary $450 per mon-
th. Applications should be in
WILL BUT healthy AKC on 
or before December 1, 1969
" Write P. 0. Box 1300, 1400
litters; also Siamese and Per-
sian kittens year round mark. Thompson Avenue, Paducah,
at. Call 753-7664




MI painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486. D-31-C
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-8123. TFC
BLACK TOP PAVING






lletween 11:00 a. na. and
SAO a m.
WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 753-8977. Dec.41-e
WILL DO housework or care






Suitable for most any
kind of business.
TOP LOCATION AT







Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4 p. _m. Located at
the entrance to Murray Drive
In Theatre, TFC
NEW two-bedroom furnished
house. Lakeway Shores, on the
Mimosa Circle. Can be seen No-
vember 27, 28 and 29. Phone
436-2195 after November 28.
N-28-C
SMALL FURNISHED apartment
for working man or woman,




HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 50',
two-bedroom, all electric, cen-
tral heat, private lot. Phone
753-3785 after 5:00 p. m.
D-1-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
1968 CHEVROLET Impala cus-
tom. Power steering, disc brakes
and windows. Four season corn-
fortron, radio, four speed trans-
mission, 396 engine, Corvette
wheels with new wide oval
















at 1:00 p. m. In case of rain
sale will be held following Sat-
urday at same time. At A. B.
Cloys Farm, located 1% mile -
west of Stella on Hwy. 121.
Items to be sold include: Liv-
ing room suite, tables, bedroom
suite, hospital bed, chest of
k
orkedrawe and vanity, platformrock rj 
akfast room suite,
real _ refrigerator, electric
Tappan stove, cookware and
dishes, real good lawn mower
.22 rifle, hand tools and other
items to numerous to mention.
Wayne B. WiLson, auctioneer,
call 753-3263 or 753-5086 foi
further information. N-28-C
AUCTION Saturday, November
29th., 10 a. m., 1 mile south-
east of Coldwater. Will sell
house full of household items
and all kinds of farming equip-
ment. Also owner Will offer for
sale a 3-bedroom house with
carport, 16 acres of land (8
acres fenced), and a good tool
shed This is a nice little farm
on a good blacktop road. Equip-
ment for sale includes: 1954
Chevrolet 14 ton dump truck
with grain bed; 1960 Chevrolet
pickup truck, 1961 Chevrolet
Impala car; M Farmall tractor;
2 row corn picker; 2 row har-
row; 2 row tractor drill; spray
rig; 2 AC combines; ruhber tire
wagon; Cub Farmall tractor;
plow; disc; cultivator; mo-wing
machine; grader blade; bush
hog; boom pole; 4 row culti-
vator with 3 point hitch; lots
more items too numerous to
mention. Household items and
equipment will be sold by.
Terry Shoemaker, auctioneer.
The land and house will be sold
by: Charles Parker, owner.
N-29-C
FOR SALE
AEC REGISTERED toy Poo4
les. Six weeks old. Phone 758-
6690 after 4:30 p. m. N-29-C
1968 SINGER ZIg-Zag mewing
machine. Fully guaranteed to
sew perfect. Balance, $55.04.
Can be seen locally. Write Cre-
dit Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris,
Tenn. 38242.
HILL CREST house trailer, 12'
• 80% two bedrooms, all elec-
tric, less than one year old.
Phone 753-8234 or 753-4758 af-
ter five p. m.. N-29-C
FROM will-to-wall, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with
Blue Lustre. Rent eleotric sham-
pooer $1. Big K. N-29-C
200 BEAUTIFUL frames, with
5-10 day service, artistic work.
Also imported and hand-made
gifts. One room of 'mod' gifts
and posters. Give an unusual
gift from The Gallery in Mur-
ray, on M.ayfield Road. Dec -S-C
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift -
Murray Woman's ChIb cook-
books and Kentucky scenic
piacemats. Call 436-2345 or 753-
4498 for information. Dec.-18.0
GE AUTOMATIC washer, $55.
Full size bed, mattress and
springs, $25.00. Call 753-7156
after 5:00 p. m. N-28-C
[DEAL CHRISTMAS Gifts! Four
female Rat Terrier-Toy Terrier
puppies. Phone 753-6505. N-28-C
ANTIQUE 1883 US Spring-
field 45-70 rifle, $65.00. Old
oak clock, strikes hour and half
hour, $35.00. Phone 753-7683.
after 5:00 p. m. N-28-C
SET OF GOLF Clubs, practical-
ly new. Phone 753-1222 after
6:00 p. m. N-28-C
ONE FIVE-MONTH old Chihua-
hua puppy. Will sell reasonable.
Phone 753-4548 after 5:00 p. m.
N-28-C
ONE ANTIQUE ice box. 3 door.
Call 436-2289. N--29-C
CARD OF THANKS
The family of Evelyn V
Smith Barron expresses deep
appreciation to all who helped
in our time of sorrow. For the
flowers, food, prayers and sym-
pathy we are grateful. Special
thanks to the Max H. Churchill
F'uneral Home, to Brother John-
son Fasley and Bro. Roy Gi
san, we extend heartfelt thank
for the comforting words. Fo
the lovely organ music we thank
Mrs. White. Sincere thanks to
the Board of Realtors who
served as an honorary group
God bless all of you.
The Family
1TP 
REGISTERED bird dogs, nine
months old. Call 492-8746.
N-29-P
SHOP EARLY for Christmas
while there is a good selection.
New shipments in living room,
bedroom furniture; also maple
dining room including glass
door hutch and buffet, round
oak tables and ladder back
chairs. Chrome, bronze, avoca-
do and wrought iron dinettes.
Reclining chairs, swivel plat-
form, Boston, and cricket rock-
ers, cedar chest, hassocks,
sweepers, smoke stands, lamps,
pictures, gossip benches, elec-
tric blankets, mixers, irons,
toasters, iron stone dinnerware,
stainless steel flatware. Carra-
way Furniture and Appliance,
105 North 3rd Street, phone
753-1502. N-29-C
DYNAMO-Solid black six-year
cld gelding show quarter pony,
perfect health. Well known in
West Kentucky. 1968 junior and
women's pole bending champ,
Res. Champ in Jr. Barrell race
and pony pleasure class. 1969
r. Pole bending champ. Tough
competitor in any event. Pric-
right. Also two horse trail-
er and many other accessories.
Call 442-3122 or see at 121 No-
lan Drive, Paducah, Ky. Will
accept first good offer. D-1-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1955
Ford pick-up. Has 1960 Edsel
motor, good tires. Also camp-
er started to build and haven't
had time to' finish. Phone 43E-
5534 after 5:00 p. m. D-14
WELL, EARTHLINGS. I
SUPPOSE YOU'VE COME


























HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
Help Wanted
Experienced sales lady in
better women's wear
- Employment from now until
Christmas or if qualified permanant
position.
Must Apply In Person.
No Phone Calls Please.
COW JORDAN
SHOPPE




BEING AN ORDINANCE MAK-
ING IT UNLAWFUL FOR VE-
HICULAR TRAFFIC ON VAUG-
HN STREET FROM LOCUST
STREET TO POPLAR STREET
TO TRAVEL IN A SOUTHER-
LY DIRECTION; MAKING IT
UNLAWFUL FOR VEHICULAR
TRAFFIC ON POPLAR STREET
FROM VAUGHN STREET TO
BROACH STREET TO TRAVEL
IN AN EASTERLY DIREC-
TION; MAKING IT UNLAW-
FUL FOR VEHICULAR TRAF-
FIC ON BROACH STREET
"FROM POPLAR STREET TO
LOCUST STREET TO -TRAVEL
IN A NORTHERLY DIREC-
TION; FIXING PENALTIES
FOR THE VIOLATION THERE-
OF; AND REPEALING ANY
ORDINANCE OR PORTION OF
ORDINANCES IN CONFLICT
HEREWITH.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC-
KY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION I: From and after
the final adoption Of this ord-
inance, all vehicular traffic on
Vaughn Street from Locust
Street to Poplar Street shall
proceed only from south to nor-
th.
SECTION II: From and after
the final adoption of this ord-
inance, all vehicular traffic on
Poplar Street from Vaughn









WE COME T' TELL KEEREc7;
YOU WE'RE FIGHTIN*.
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proceed only from east to west.
SECTION III: From and after
the, final adoption of this ord-
irsance, all vehicular traffic on
Broach Street from Poplar
Street to Locust Street shall pro-
ceed only from north to south.
SECTION IV: All ordinaces
or portions of ordinances of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, in
conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such
conflict and to such extent on-
ly.
SECTION V: Any person,
firm, corporation or other legal
entity found guilty of violating
any provision of this ordinance
shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon convic-
Ui5E-thefeef, saT' be fined not
less than ONE DOLLAR ($1.00)
nor more than TEN DOLLARS
($10.00) for each offense.
PASSED ON FIRST READING
ON THE 13TH DAY OF NO-
VEMBER, 1969.
PASSED ON SECOND READ-





By Holmes Ellis, Mayor,








Home For Elderly Man
Can take care of hilmself,
but some attention would be
desirable. Can eat at the
home or can eat downtown
if home is near town.





The Ledger and Times
D-1-NC
by R. Van Buren
YOU ACTUALLY INTEND
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Bus Ride in Hong Kong? It's an Ordeal!
By F. K. WU
Central Pre88 Aasocuition
HONG KONG - Who says
Americans are in a hurry?
They are truly slow boats when
compared with the fast going
bus drivers in Hong Kong, who
ride roughshod over all motor-
ists and pedestrians.
These buses are on such a
tight schedule that wide awake
passengers have to literally
jump in and out at bus stops.
Always in a hurry, bus drivers
sometimes do not pull up at
bus stops, even though there
are would-be passengers anx-
icus to get aboard.
Some people waiting for a
bus fail to get in at a stop just
because they stand at a posi-
tion a bit far away from the
bus doors and find the vehicle
driving away before they can
reach them. Buses often come
to a halt 15 feet before or after
the stop sign.
Passengers often complain
that the bus door hits their heels
on boarding, because the driver
or conductor slams the door too
soon. Such quick action is re-
sorted even when there is no
danger of a rush.
* • •
TO THESE impatient motor-
men always in fear of being
late there are no such persons as
are known in the United States
as "senior citizens," because
elderly people can never hope to
board or alight from buses at
the hurried stops.
Infirm people and pregnant
women never dream of travel-
ing on a bus, because the driver
will never stop long enough
to pick up such passengers. He
is ably assisted by a conductor
who always shouts -hurry up"
and dresses down departing
passengers who are slow in
making for the exit.
Hong Kong never offers any
amenities to senior citizens,
whose term is just a euph-
emism for contemptible old-
sters. To go about in this Brit-
A busy street in Hong Kong—note
ish crown colony, old people
either make use of their feet
or take a taxi, whose fares—
fortunately--are reasonable. -
Unlike their counterparts in
the United States, bus drivers
in Hong Kong would never
alight to help up an old or
feeble person or lend a hand to
assist a shaky passenger to get
off.
Most buses here look like
those in London with a double
deck and a red coat of paint.
Longer and carrying more pas-
sengers, Hong Kong vehicles
are dirtier and less comfortable.
In speed, London buses would
have been left far behind, as
Hong Kong drivers are going as
fast as 40 miles per hour within
city limits.
• • •
THOSE who depend on buses
to take them to work every
morning and to their homes
every evening have unwittingly
developed agility, alertness, a
sense of struggle and nervous
strain or breakdown.
No one seems to know why
the buses are in such a terrible
hurry except to meet their
schedule. It is possible that the
bus companies on the island and
neninsula want their vehicles to
two double-decker buses at right.
compete with the slow street
cars, the speedy mini-buses and
taxis.
Not only passengers but ped-
estrians anti motorists are
browbeaten by bus drivers. Ex-
cept traffic police and police
cars everybody must give way
to a oncoming bus at the risk
of being bumped away or run
over.
• • •
FOR meritorious public serv-
ice, at least two bus executives
--one on the island side and an-
other on the peninsula respec-
tively—are proud holders of dec-
orations from Queen Elizabeth
II of Britain.
The bus companies running
on franchises have made suffi-
cient money to enable their di-
rectors to be rich enough to
make charitable donations suf-
ficiently to draw attention of
the ruling monarch in London.
American tourists in Hong
Kong who exceed those from
other countries do not suffer in
the hands of the hustling bus
drivers, because the visitors pre-
fer walking around shopping
districts and are conveyed by





By JOSEPH L. MYLER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
About the winter of 1969-1970,
assume the worst.
By so el-ing, the Environmen-
tal Sciar ervices Adminis-
tration (F—.•,A) suggests, you
will put yourself in a frame of
mind to make those prepara-
tions which might save your
life or at least preserve your
comfort.
"The theme of winter pre-
par edness," says ESSA,
"should be increased self-
sufficiency for the individual
and family to offset the
cruelest effect of winter storms
— isolation."
Get ready to live without the
utilities and services which
normally keep life running
smoothly. Assume the worst—
that "there will be no
electricity, no deliveries, no
way to get groceries, and no
way to get out for a day or
two."
Advice Is Urgent
This advice is particularly
urgent for those who live in the
country, where isolation comes
faster than it does in the city.
Make sure you have enough
batteries for your flashlights
and radio, enough heating fuel
for the duration of an
emergency, extra food of the
kind that needs no cooking or
refrigeration, protection against
fire hazards from overheated
stoves.
When the storm comes,
"there is no place like home."
Shoveling snow triggers heart
attacks. If you have to go
outside, dress warmly. If you're
a farmer, make sure in
advance that your livestock are
in sheltered areas with plenty
of feed and water.
Keep storm kits in your car,
These should include everything
from blankets and candles and
food to first aid equipment, a
compass, tow chain, fire
extinguisher, axe, sad portable
heater.
If you don't have to drive,
don't, If you do, be sure your
car has been "winterized" first.
Keep gasoline tanks well filled,
check often on the latest
weather reports, travel in
company if possible.
If Trapped, Stay Put
If you're trapped in your car
by a blizzard, stay put. Don't
try to shovel or walk out of the
storm, Getting lost in a blizzard
means almost certain death.
Run the motor and heater
sparingly and keep a window
cracked to avoid death by
asphyxiation. Exercise by clap-
ping hands and moving about.
Turn the dome light on now and
then to attract rescue crews.
Keep continuous watch— "never
allow all occupants of the car
to sleep at once."
Says ESSA, "Learn to use the
weather bureau watches and
warnings, beat isolation, avoid
the unexpected, and—
"Have a nice winter."
NAVY FOR DAVY
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Da-
vid Eisenhower may follow the
example of his father-in-law —
and not his grandfather — and
join the Navy.
Eisenhower, 21, will graduate
from Amherst College next
spring, and the sources said he
will enlist in the Navy instead
of going directly to law school,
Under the draft lottery pro-
gram, young Eisenhower, son-
in-law of President Nixon, a
Navy veteran, would have a
three to one chance of not being
inducted.
Eisenhower's father as well
as his grandfather, President
Dwight IX Eisenhower, were
career Army men.
MAURER TO LONDON
LONDON (UPI)— Prime Mi-
nister Ion Georghe Maurer of
Romania arrived Monday for a
five-day official visit which
diplomatic sources said was
part of a new Romanian effort





By LAWRENCE C. FALK
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)— The flight of Apollo 12
proved man can make pinpoint
landings and then explore and
sustaiii himself on other pla-
nets, according to rocket
scientist Dr. Wernher von
Braun.
He also said Apollo 12 proved
no feat of space exploration is
"impossible."
"I have learned to use the
word impossible as little as
possible," Von Braun said
Thursday. "Who knows, one or
two generations from now
people may look back and say
look how conservative this man
was."
Von Braun said the flight of
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Alan L.
Bean and Richard F. Gordon
proved man can shift his
emphasis from simply staying
alive to discovering the secrets
of other planets.
He also said the flight proved
the Apollo program has "the
capability to make a pinpoint
landing on another world."
"This flight sufficient')
proves that scientists can go
where they want to go and land
where they want to land," he
said. "This flight proves man
does not need to be primarily
concerned with sustaining his
own life while moving about.
"We have proved that you
can really walk a mile on the
moon and you can do all sorts
of work and scientific exper-
iments."
The lunar walks of Conrad
and Bean "have shown that
man can live and perform
without worrying every minute
about simply staying alive," he
said.
Von Braun, the director of
the Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Ala.,
predicted Apollo 13 would carry
a backup camtra for use on the
lunar surface. During the first








MOSCOW (UPI) — Former
Premier Nildta S. Khrushchev's
campaign against the late
dictator Joseph Stalin came to a
climax Nov. 1, 1961, with the
removal of Stalin's body from
its place beside V. I. Lenin in
Red Square Mausoleum.
Now, for the first time in 13
years, the Soviet government is
going to officially observe
Stalin's birthday, Dec. 21,
informed sources said today.
The plan to observe Stalin's
birthday does not mean Soviet
leaders now intend to rehabili-
tate Stalin, justify what
Khrushchev called the "person-
ality cult" or try to justify the
millions slain in Stalinist
purges.
The trend is to recognize and
perhaps point up what the
leaders see as Stalin's positive
contributions to the Soviet
regime and play down his had
deeds.
Has Been Ignored
The birthday of Stalin, who
was born Josef Visgarionovich
Djugashvili, in the Soviet
Republic of Georgia, has been
Ignored since Khrushchev first
denounced him at the 20th
Communist party congress in
1956.
Khrushchev said that al-
though Stalin was once a good
Communist, he turned into a
despot. The attacks grew in
intensity under Khrushchev and
on Oct. 30, 1961, Soviet
President Nikolai V. Podgorny
told the congress:
"The abuses of power, the
mass repriqalc against honest
Soviet people and other actions
during the period of the
personality cult make it impos-
sible to leave the (Stalin) coffin
with his body in the V. L Lenin
mausoleum."
Less than 48 hours later
workmen took Stalin's body
from the marble crypt and
buried it in a conventional
grave at the foot of the
Kremlin wall.
Synonymous With Heroism
Millions of bronze and marble
statues, giant oil painttags ane
other images of Stalin were
destroyed throughout the na-
tion. The name of the city of
Stalingrad, which in World War
U became synonymous with
heroism in halting the Naai
advance, was changed to
Volgograd.
One of the accusations
Khrushchev made against Sta-
lin was that he improperly
prepared the Soviet Union for
World War II against the
armies of Adolf Hitler.
Communist party First Secre-
tary Leonid I, Brezhnev as far
back as 1965 praised Stalin "for
organization of an effective
resistance to the Fascist
enemy."
The long-absent recognition of
Stalin will be low key, without
placards, posters, paintings or
statues and will simply grant
that Stalin played an important




NEW YORK (UPI)— The
market opened firm today in
moderate turnover.
The market snapped a
prolonged slide Wednesday, but
the comeback is not expected to
carry very far unless there is
sudden improvement in the
news background. Analysts note
that year-end tax selling, and
concern over tight credit and
Vietnam still are likely to work
against any strong forward
drive.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P 1 mar ketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.15 per cent
on 357 issues traded. Of these
161 advanced, and 112 declined.
In the oil group, Gulf lost Ye
to 30¼, while Cities Service
gave up 1,2 to 42%. Occidental
held unchanged at 251/8. Nato-
mas rose 1/4 to 631/2.
Chrysler picked up 1,4 to 357/s
in the automotive group, but
General Motors lost is to '11Y2.
American Motors held un-
changed at 10¼.
U.S. Steel was unchanged at
351/2 in its group, while
Southern Pacific gained 1/8 to
331/4 among the rails. Penn
Central fell % to 301/2.
In the electronics, Litton was
steady at 521/2, with Texas
Instruments up 5/8 to 1227/s.
Motorola gave up 1/2 to 132, but
Westinghouse was unchanged at
59. Sperry Rand gained % to
44%, while Control Data
tacked on 1% to 1161/2.
Boeing gained I/8 to 31% in
the aerospace group. McDon-
nell-Douglas was steady at 26,
In the chemicalst Union
Carbide eased 1,8 to 384, while
Eastman Kodak dipped 3/8 to
74% .
University Computing picked
up 1 to 96%, Merck 1% to 105½,
and Fairchild Camera 1-to 86%.
IBM gained 1% to 351%.
Letter To Editor




On behalf of the citizens who
were opposed to the proposed
payroll and occupational tax,
1 would like to commend the re-
cent action of the Council in
revising it's plans for such leg
islation before it's first reading
We believe this action proves
that our City Government is in-
deed sensitive to the will of it's
people as it should be, and so
long as that feeling remains of
prime importance you can be
certain of our complete sup-
port.
There are still many wh-.
feel that the 1970 Budget in-
crease is mcre than is nece3s-
ary, but they admit they are
not intimitely familiar with all
the problems faced by t ii e
Council and the Mayor.
Let us therefore work togeth-
er during 1970 to see that what-
ever increase is necessary in
1971 will be one small enough
that the people will understand
and support it with a minimum
of contraversy.
Thank you all again for a
ifficuit job well done.
Respectfully your:;,
R. E. Moyer
the color television camera
failed, depriving earth of
watching the astronauts explore
the Ocean of Storms.
Largemou th bass can live in
water with temperatures ranging
from freezing to over 90 degre,es.
INDOOR FARM -- What is believed to be the world's largest inflatable structure, a plastic
greenhouse covering an entire acre, is shown at Wooster, Ohio. Goodyear developed it for
the Cleveland Greenhouse Vegetable Growers Cooperative Association._ It is 100 feet' wide,
428 feet long and 20 feet high. Blowers keep it inflated with air pressure one-tenth of one
per cent higher than normal air pressure outside.
PROPOSAL REJECTED
. •
LONDON (UP/)— The Minis-
try of Defense rejected Monday 'forces. A representative of the
a labor organizers' request to Transport and General Workers
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Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free 1!
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